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The Lower Comanche Creek on the southwest flank of the Llano 
Uplift was investigated to more clearly define the brittle deformation 
of the Lower Paleozoic rocks. Brittle deformation in this area 
occurred cn the macmscopic, mac and miotic scales. 

Macroscopic deformaticn is manifest by northeast-trending large- 
displacement (up to 100 m) normal faults. These normal faults are 
characterized by linear, seg~ sections farmed in a zig-zag pat- 

Hesoscopic ~ticn is manifest by the ubiquitous occurrence of' 

small faults (deformaticn hards) within the Icwer Paleozoic sandstanes 
and calcite-cemented quartz sandstones. These small faults are dis- 
tinguished by thin (typically &0. 5 mm), light-colored, resistant ridges 
on weathered outcrop surfaces. They form by cataclastic defanmtion 
and exhibit an extra oomminuticn of the host rock grains within the 
gouge zone. 'Ihe gauge zone thickness increases slightly with displace- 
ment and increasing host rock grain size. The small faults develop 
into anastomosing, braided zones. They also roughly parallel the 
large~splacemmt faults. 

Brittle deformation on the microsccyic scale is manifest primarily 



by intragranular extemicn microfrachmm that farm in preferred orien- 
tations between grain contacts, typically at angles of 20 to 40 degree 
with the small faults. The linear density of microfrm~res decreases 
rapidly away from the small fault gouge zone attaining a relatively 
constant non-zero value in the host rock. Healed microfractures are 
detected by linear trails of fluid cr bubble inclusions that transect 
grains between grain contacts. Micro~res, particularly healed 
microfzscturas, are pervasively distributed within the detrital grains 
of the Lower Paleozoic sandstones. Preferred orientations of 
microfractures are indicative of local and perhaps regional stress 
control and may be used to determine paleostress orientations. 

A chmmlogy of defcrmaticn consists of four overlapping phases-' 

1) pore reduction/pressure solution, 2) grain microfracturing and 

comminution, 3) localization and f racture concentration, and 4) 
subsequent cr simultaneom displacement along the localized gouge zone. 
During all phases, solution/precipitation mechanisms promote healing 
and ~tian of the microfractuzes and resultant gouge zones. 
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Brittle defo~ in a shallow ~ environment creates areas 
of localized disacntinuities (for ~le, faults and fracture) in the 
rock mass. Many of these discontinuities involve a deformation 
mechanism known as cataclastic flow. Cataclastic flaw, or cataclasis, 
is the res)xnse of a rock mass to deformation, zesulting primarily in 
intergranular movements including rigid-body rotation ~or trans- 
lation of the material. This process accurs on scales ranging from 
large rock masses to the micmsocyic level. 

A particular structural element formed hy cataclastic deformatian, 
and a subset of faulting, is the deformatian hancL A defarmatian band, 

as described hy previaus workers, is essentially a small fault that 
exhibits an extreme comminution of host rock grains within a narrow 
gouge zone. The largest offsets are typically less than 10cm. 
Although deformation bands exhibit small offsets relative to large- 
scale faults, their role in the faulting process is significant as 
evidenced hy their ubiguitaus accurate in porom sandstanes deformed 
under shallow ~ cancLLtians. However, the initiatian and develop- 
ment of the deformation hands and their relationship to other 
structural elements aze not well undezstoocL 

Several investigators (Aydin, 1977, Jamison, 1979I Young, 1982; 
Dyer, 1983; Heald, 1956; Pittman, 1981; Blenkinsop and Butter, 1986) 
This ~ipt follaws the style of the Geol ical Soci of America Bulletin. 



have addressed the formation and development of deformation bands. 

These studies described and compared the physical appearance of defor- 

mation hands in different lithologies and textures and in different 

tectonic enviranments. The noted differencm between the morphologies 

of the deformation bands, such as gouge zone width and displacement 

along hands, were largely attributed to the porosity of the host rock 

as a controlling parameter of deformation band development (Zamiscn, 

1979; Young, 1982). However, based on field ~tions during this 

study, it apped that other tmctural and ~itional parazeters such 

as grain size and matrix material also may be important in the develop- 

ment of these structures. Zn addition, some of these studies were 

conducted on rocks deformed under various dif ferent tectonic condi- 

tions. Comparisons are inherently more difficult given multiple 

variables, such as the local and regional stress conditions (e. g. , P, 

T, e), in additian to lithologic diff~. 
This investigation strives to eliminate variations due to 

different tectonic conditions by studying deformation banc@ produced in 

lithologically and textually different rock types deformed in the same 

tectonic setting, specifically a normal faulted environment. This 

study of deformation bands in relation to other structural elements 

additionally provides information on the regional and local deformation 

fields. 

The Llano Uplift in Central Texas (Fig. 1) was chosen as the 

geologic setting because it exhibits the desired attributes for this 

type of study. Deformation bands are usually most prominent in high 
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Figure 1. Location of the Llano Uplift and Mason County in Central Texas (a) and the Lower Comanche Creek Study area in south-central 
Mason ~ (b). 



porosity quartzose sandstones. Zn the Llano region, they are well 
developed in the Cambrian Hickory Sandstone Member of the Riley 
Formation and the Welge Sandstone Member of the Wilbezxm Formation. 
Deformation bands are also found in the lower quartzose beds of the 
Cambrian Cap M~ Limestcm Member of ths Riley Formation. These 
three m~ are well exposed throughout the Llano Uplift area. 

The principal objectives of this research are: (l) to describe 
and characterize the brittle deformaticn with an emphasis cn the small 
faults and cataclasis associated with faulting cn the macro-, meso-, 
and microscopic scales, (2) to assess the role of specific lithologic 
and tssctural parameters (grain size, cement, composition, and yamsity) 
cn deformaticn band characteristics, and (3) to investigate the rela- 
tionship between the deformation hand as a structural element and its 
significance in the Llano region, especially relative to large-scale 
faults ~or the nature of the defcrmaticn field. 

The remainder of this chapter provides necessary background 
information and a survey of relevant geologic ~ on deformaticn 
hands and cataclasis. The location and general structural geology of 
the study area are described, and the methods of investigation are 
outlined. 

and Previous Geol ic Studies 

MckcCround. As seen in outcrops, deformation hands are usually 
characterized as whitish-colored, straight to sinuous hands of highly 
comminuted host rock grains. W weathered surfaces, the deformation 

bands are often in raised relief (Fig. 2). Zn three dimensions, the 
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sinuous deformation bands are manifest as curviplanar surfaces, and the 
gauge zone is ~y a few millimetezm in width. The commimticn of 
grains in the gauge zone results in significant decreases in porosity 
and permeability within the zone (Aydin, 1977; Jamison, 1979; Young, 
1982; Pittman, 1981). The low permeability of the gouge zones, in 
turn, redraw the zock mass permeability ~ to these zones. 

Offsets along individual deformaticn hands typically vary from a 
few millimetem to a few centimeters. With larger offsets, zones or ~ks of deformaticn bands form by the coalescence and inb~~ion 
of single bands approximately parallel to the original band (Fig. 3) 
(Aydin, 1977). A zone of anastomosing bands, as formed in the Lower 
Hickory Sandstone, is shown in Figure 4. Aydin (1977) and Jamison 
(l979) have suggested that the addition of single deformation bands to 
a zone of deformation bands is the result of strain-hardening of the 
individual ~ sane with inaeeming displacement. Al~ deforma- 
tion hands form along discrete planar regions in the host rock (that 
is, they are localized and not ~ive), and typically display small 
offsets, they can be the primazy manifestation of the cataclastic 
deformation of the host mck (Jamison, 1979). 

Unlilae most faults that shaw a discrete surface of displacement 

discontinuity with movement, deformation bands usually display no a~ slip surface within the zone of comminuted grains where there 
has been a loss of cohesion. The small displacements are accommodated 

by distributed shear deformation within the gouge zone. A discrete 
slip surface is usually found adjacent to an anastomosing zone of 
deformation bands (Aydin, 1977). Also, unlike discrete faults that 
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Figure 3. Sequential devel~ of a zone of deformation bands from a single band (3a) to a zone of anastomosing bands (3b and 3c) to ultimately a slip surface (3d). Single bands form adjacent to and anastomose with other bands to form a braided zone. Slip surface developes along one edge of the zone and accommodates up to tens of meters of displacemerxt. Sequence inferred by Aydin (1977). 
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commonly show a strain softening with displacement, deformation bands 

are inferred to strain-harchm with increased deformaticn (Aydin, 1977' 
Jamisan, 1979). 

Previous Work. Studies of deformaticn bands have been conducted in 
various locations. Heald (1956) identified deformation bands in the S~ Sandstone in the Arbuc)tie Mountains in Oklahoma and in the St. 
Peter Sandstone in Arkansas and Missouri. He noted that the white 
string4am in these sandstcnes that previously were called veins were 

the result of grain brea)cage and, cones', he termed them granula- 
tion seams. 'Ihe granulation seams are synonymous with deformation 
bands. 

Engelder (1974) studied four fault zones and identified small 
faults or def~cn hands that he ~ shear ~res. The shear 
fractures were defined as any fault with a displacement arbitrarily 
less than 10 cm. He noted that a ~tion between displacement and 

shear fracture thickness was not established in the field. However, in 
experimentally deformed Coconino Sandstcm, he noted a direct linear 
displacement/thickness relet fcr the gouge zone. 

Aydin (1977, 1978) and Aydin and Johnson (1978) studied the 
faulting within the Entrada and Nave)o Sandstones in the San Rafael 
Desert in Utah. They classified three types of faults: deformation 
bands, zones of deformaticn bands, and slip surfaces where continued 

deformaticn caused a loss of cxkmion and development of discrete fault 
planes. Aydin (1977) also recognized that deformation bands differ 
slightly in the two units with respect to weathering, thickness and 

displacement characteristics. The deformation bands are the primary 
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deformation features preceding the large-scale faulting. 
Jamison (1979) studied the cataclastic deformatian developed in 

the Wingate Sandstone in Colorado National Monument, west-central 
Colorado. Deformaticn hands were the do~ deformation feature with 
little or no deformation (including microfrachxem) occurring in the 
host rock between zones of deformaticn bands. He also noted that the 
appearance and density of the deformation bands changed character 
within the Wingate Sandstone in relation to compasitianal and textural 
variaticns. 

Young (1982) examined deformation bands in sandstcnes from five ~te areas in New Mexico, $fyoming, Utah and california to assess 
the effect of hest- rock porosity. He concluded that with decraeing 
host-rock porosity: (1) the displacement across single deformation 
bands increases and (2) for a given unit of displacement, the number of 
single bands in a zone of deformaticn bands decreases. He also found 

that the sandstcnes weze not pervasively deformed, and ths mi&mmcopic 

deformation was limited to the area imm~y adjacent to the defor- 
maticn bands. 

Dyer (1983) found that deformation bands formed colineaz with 
zoned joints in the Moab Member of the Entrada Sandstone in Arches 
National Park, Utah. The deformaticn bands, having the typical raised 
relief character when weathered, frequently began (or ended) at the 
termination of open extensional joints and possessed the same orienta- 
tion as the joints. Dyer inferred that the cataclastic deformation 
bands resulted from shear displacement along the previously formed 

extensional joint, and that there ~ally is a genetic relationship 



between these two physically different features. 

The effect of deformation bands on porosity and permeability in 
the quartz sandstone of the 0rdcvtcian Simpson Group in Qklahcsa was 

investigated by Pittman (1981). In ~, he found that an increase 
in the number of deformation bands in a given sample resulted in a 
lower bulk porosity and permeability. 

More recently, Blenkinsop and Rutter (1986) investigated small 
fault zones within a quartzite in the Moins ~ zone using cathcd- 
luminescence in a scanning electnn microscope. They determined that al~ the quartzite was ncw well cemented, at the time of deforma- 
ticn, it early ~ like a porous sandstone. They also iden- 
tified a satuential development of' the fault gouge zones and host rock 
that ranged from intact quartzite through a protobreccia stage to a 
breccia and ultrabreccia. 

Friedman and logan (1973) pranced Zudem' bands in 4n&perimentally 

deformed sandstone (effective confining pressures of 0 to 240 MBa, dry, 
triaxial compression, 10 per sec strain rate) and likened them to 
defcrmaticn bands formed in the ~ sandstone along Trachyte Mesa 

in Utah. Tbe expertly produced Zudezm' bands displayed extreme 
comminution of grains similar to that in deformation bands, and the 
shear displacements were on the order of one grain diameter or less. 
They also noted that the dihedral angle between the conjugate sets of 
Zuders' bands is: (1) bisected by the maximum compressive stress direc- 
tion, (2) larger than that produced by shear fractures, and (3) widened 

with imzeming confining pressures. 

Experimentally produced shear fractures (faults) that develop 



gouge with sliding also have been likened to deformation bands 
(Jamison, 1979). However, according to Jamison (1979), the charac- 
teristics of the experimentally produced gouge zones differ from 
natural deformation hands in several ways: (1) gouge zones develop a di~ slip surface whelm deforsaticn bands agpem to lack a dis- 
crete slip plane, (2) gouge zanes widen by increming the thickness of 
the gouge material while deformation bands widen hy the addition of 
single bands to form a zone, and (3) in thin section, the grains near 
the shear fracture gouge zone display microfractures rather than 
different extirx~ patterns as noted by Jamisan in deformation bands 
in the Wingate Sandstone. 

Other studies of the orientation and development of deformation 
hands include those of Reches (1978, 1983), Aydin and Reches (1982), 
and Aydin and Jahnsan (1983). The ort~mbic symmetry of deformatian 
hands observed in the fie1d by Aydin (1977) is explained using a theory 
of slip along the deformation bands to accommodate the three- 
dimensional strain of the host rock (Reches, 1978, 1983; Aydin and 
Reches, 1982). Aydin and Johnson (1983) constructed a constitutive 
model for the development of deformation hands based on a theory of 
inelastic deforsatian develaped hy Budnicki and Rice (1975). 

Previous Work in the Llano lift. Few studies of the Llano Up- 

lift have concentrated on the structural geology of the Paleozoic 
section. The majority of work in this area has been from a strati- 
graphic viewpoint. In the early investigatians, deformatian bande were 

identified as sandstane dikes and recemented fractures hut nat studied 

in detail as a structural element. 
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Fritz (1954) briefly described the deformation hands in the 
Hickozy and Welge SaaIstones as "nearly vertical fractures which have 

been re-cemented with a relatively resistant siliceous material". 
Coughran (1959) and Pstemon (1959) similarly referred to the defczma- 

tion bands in the Hickory and Welge Sandstones as "sandstone dikes" 
formed by the pezcolaticn of silica-saturated water ~ fractures. 
Apparently, none of these earlier investigators recognized the 
deformaticn hands as small faults that involved cataclmis. 
the devel&@ment of these festunm in the Cap Mountain Limestone was nct 
discussed. 

Recent inve~gaticns of faults and ~teel structural elements 
on the southwestern flank of the Llano Uplift are those of Johnson 

(1983), Backer (1985), Reeker and Johnson (1985), Johnson and Backer 
(1986), HedgccMa and Jchnsan (1986) and Hedgccnm. (1987). 'Ihese studies 
have found that the lazge~spl~ normal faults aze steeply dip- 
ping, consist of intenxenected segments resulting in a zig-zag fault 
trace and that deformation bands are present adjacent to segments of 
the faults within the Hickory and Welge Sandstones and Cap Mountain 

Limestone. Hedgxmaa and Johnson (1986) and Hedgccas. (1987) found that 
defcrmaticn bands fczm in ordered netwadcs with specific geometries. 
These networks, or zones of secondary faults, fczm in the intezvening 

area between overlapping, en echelon, oblique slip deforsaticn bands 

that step opposite to the sense of shear displacement. The secondazy 

faults, therefore, form as a result of interaction between the two 

primary, bounding deformation bands of the network. Consequently, 

these networks are a mechanism by which displ~ can be transferred 



from cne bounding deformaticn band or zone of deformation bands to an 

adjacent deformation band(s). 

ianal Structural Geol 

The Llano Uplift is located in ~ Texas approximately so km 

northwest of Austin, Texas (Fig. Sa). Structurally, the Llano Uplift 
is a breed ~ arch trending ~y northwest, although ~ptu. - 
cally, it is a basin surrounded by flat lying Cretaceous beds. Both 
Precambrian and Palezoic rocks are exposed at the surface. Zn 

p~lar, BQsozoic rocks crop cut near the peri~ of the uplift 
suzrounding the central core of Precambrian igneous and metamorphic 

The Llano Uplift is located near the apex of the central Texas 
recess on the western edge of the Ouachita fold and thrust belt (Fig. 
5a). The Carboniferous structural elements extending out from the 
Llano Uplift include the Fort Worth Basin to the northeast, the Kerr 
Basin to the south and southwest, and the Bend Arch, the Concha Arch 

and the Edwards Arch to the north, ~est, and west, respectively. 
Northwest trending normal faults within the Paleozoic section 

formed during the Ouachita orogeny in early Pennsylvanian time as 
leading of the North American lithospheric plate prachxmd extension in 
the upper section of the plate (Backer 1985). Normal faulting in the 
Llano region ended in late Pennsylvanian time as demonstrated by the 

presence of unfaulted Strawn beds of Marrow time (late ~lvanian) 
(Cheny and Goes, 1952). 

The regional structural geology of Mason County (Fig. 5b, p. 1&) 

on the southwest edge of the Llano Uplift illustrates the dominant 



Figure 5. (a) Major Pennsylvanian tectonic features of Texas; 
Llano Uplift is stipled; Mason ~ is located on the southwest 
flank of the uplift. Modified from Wermund and Jenkins, 1970; (b) 
Generalized regional structural geology of Mason County, Texas. 
Lower Commanche Creek Area mapped in this study is indicated; 
8=Mason Fault Area mapped by Backer (1985); and J=Kothman Fault 
Area mapped by Johnscn (1983). Modified from Barnes (1981). 
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northeast-trending, large-displacement normal faults. East-west and 

north-south trending faults are also present. Backer (1985) noted ~ characteristics of the northeast trending faults west and south 

of Mason (Fig. 6): (1) there ~ a northwest trending zone about 4- 

5 )an wide where the trend of the lazge~sphmment faults changm to a 

more northerly )trike and splaying is more common, (2) the maximum 

throws along ~e faults occur predominantly within this zone, (3) 

throws along the faults zapidly decxease to the northeast and slowly 

to the ~south relative to the maxumun throw location and (4) a 

large open sync1~ is ~ within this zone that has an axial tzace 

colinear with locsction of the maximum thrum along the faults. 

Backer (1985) attributes these fault chazacteristics to lithologic 

differences an mechanical anisotropy of the basement rocks. The 

northwest sons is appzcmimately coincident with the gzanitic- 

metamorphic contact in this area. Deformation of the metamorphic 

schist is apparently more pervasive whereas the granitic deformation is 

localizecl along a few, widely-spaced, lazcF~~ent faults. 

The Lower Comanche Creek area is located on the southwest flank of 

the Llano Uplift in south-central Mason county (Fig. 5b, p. 16). The 

area encompasses about 35 km and lies roughly between UB. Rt. 87 and 

Rt. 1723, apprcacimately 10 km south of Mason, Texa 'Ihe l~spla- 
cement ~ faults and the associated ~ticn bands exposed in 

this area are the structural elements studied in this report. The 

locations of three areas recently mapped by Johnson (1983), Backer 
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has an axial plane colinear with this northwest trending zone of 
maximum fault throw. Modified from Backer (1985). 
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(1985) and Hedgcoxe (1987) to the northwest and south of the present 

study area are also shown in Fig. 5b. 

Two previous studies on the Lower Comanche Creek area and 

surrounding areas are those by Puller (1957) and Wilson (1957). Both 

mapped areas on aerial photo bases and, in part, overlapped the present 

study area. 'lheae earlier maps were ccnstzuctad fzcm a stratigraphic 

and sedimentolcgic viewpoint whereas this study mapped the area 

primarily fzcm a stzuchzzal viewpoint. 

tion 

The Lower manche Creek area has been mapped at a scale of 

1:20, 000 on an aerial photo base and transferred to a USGS topc2zaptuc 

base map at the scale of 1:12, 000. Mapping has concentrated on the 

la~spl~ ~ faults and the ~tion bands ~ in 

the Hickory and Welge Sandstcnes and the Cap Mountain Limestarm. Atti- 

tudes of deformation bands, faults, fractures, slicksnsides and bedding 

have been measured using a Brurrtm ccepam. 

Strike rosettes of macroscopic faults have been constzucted for 

three distinct areas within the Lower Comanche Creek area based on 

visual inspection of the large-displacement and minor iault orienta- 

tions. ln these rose diagram, faults are nozmalised relative to fault 

length so that a long fault of a particular orientation (typically with 

larger offsets) is weighted more than a number of short faults 

(typically with smaller offsets) with a common orientation. 

Orientations (poles) of deformation bands have been plotted and 

contoured an lower hemispheze, equal-area stezeonets using the method 
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of Guzzetta (1966). Rose diagrams of deformation band trench have also 

been plotted. Using the map, three areas representing structural 

domains have been differentiated by the overall appearance of the 

larg~ispl~ faults in order to analyze spatial variaticns of the 

def creation bands. 

In order tc assess the role of grain size on deformation band 

geometry and development, measEmsaents of grain size and defarmaticn 

band thiclmess have been performed cn representative hand samples of 

each rock unit. A ~ micrometer capable of measuring to 0. 05 mm 

E 

(upper silt size range) has been utilized for the measurements. In 

each sample, the widths of single deformation bands have been zEeasured, 

and descriptive statistics (e. g. , mean and standard deviation) have 

been calculated& In addition, grain sizes for 150 to 300 randomly 

selected grains per ~e have been measured in the same hand samples. 

The grain size obtained fcr the host rock using the ~ micrometer 

provides a comparative measurement of the actual grain size. Since 

each sample has been measurzd using the same technique, any discernable 

bias inherit in the method should be consistent between samples. In 

addition, grain sizes measured in thin sections of each unit correspond 

well to the field determined values using the ~ micrometer. 

Host-rock porosity has been measured from selected samples of each 

unit that do not contain deformation bands. The interconnected pore 

volume has been m~ using the water saturaticn method on prismatic 

blocks and cylindrical cores. The prismatic blocks have been used due 

to the difficulty in diamond coring the friable sandstones. The pozo- 

sity has been measured twice to ensure precision. The difference 
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between the two porosity measurements usually does nct ~ 2. 0% of 

the measured porosity. 

In order to characterize and ~ the deformaticn of the three 

units at the microscopic level, thirty™three thin sections have been 

examined from samples containing deformation ~ Particular thin 

sections that. ~ a deformation band(s), often with knmm amounts 

of displacement, have been used for microstructural analysis of the 

and Welge Sandstone and Cap Mountain Limestone. Linear point 

count traverses have been made within the host rock to assess the hast 

reck campmiticn, grain size and porosity. In addition, linear tzavez 

ses, have been made parallel to the deformation bands at 2 mm, 4 mm, 

and within and at the boundary of the gouge zone to determine micro- 

fracture length and linear density. 

In order to better visualize the spatial distribution of the 

mi~ic brittle deformation, miczofzactuzm maps have been construc- 

ted for four thin sections made from representative samples of the 

Hickory and Welge Sandstones, and Cap Mountain Limestone. Micro- 

fracture ~ for 150 to 429 randomly selected microfractures in each 

thin section are illustrated on rose diagrams. The miczofzactures are 

platted as a pezcentac@ of the total number m~ and in 10 degree 

3JxxlsDsxxts . ~ describing the stratigraphy of the study arm in Chapter II, 

the subsequent chapters present the results of each stage of this 

investigation, culm~ in an overall discussion of the work. The 

final ~ gives a ~ and conclusions. 
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Tbs stratigrapMc units ~ in the lower 0~ Creak area 

include Pzecandnian ~ Upper ~an rocka ~ian rocks were 

deposited on a Precmhrian surface displaying up to a few ~ fest 

of relief (Cloud and Baznes, 1948). A basin existed to the south and 

southeast, and Caakeian strata generally ~ in these ~iona. 
The Precambrian rocks are primarily granites, gneisses and schists 

while sandstcnes, lizsstonss and shales predominate the Cambrim units. 

Figure 7 shows a generalized Precambrian and Paleozoic stratigraphic 

section of the LLano Uplift. Ths ~ units are zeprmented by the 

shaded areas and discussed subseguently. 

Numerous stratigraphic studies of the Precambrian and Cambrian 

Moore Hollow Qzcup zoclm have been conducted (Bridge and others, 19471 

Qoolsby, 1957; Daugherty, 1960~ Hooks, 1961; Wilson, 1962; Dekker, 

1966; and Barnes and Bell, 1977). The following sections include a 

compilation of. these works in addition to descriptions of the composi- 

ticnal and t4artuzal characteristics of the units observed during this 

invest&2aticn. 

Pzeccuahrian rocks czcp out in the northern and southeastern sec- 

tions of the Lower Ccmanche Creek area (Plate 1, in ~). Two units 

are identified in the area: the Pac)csaddle Schist and a younger-aged 

granite. 



Figure 7. Generalized Precambrian and Paleozoic stratigraphic section of the Llano Uplift. Shaded Cambrian and Precambrian units were investigated during this study. Heavy horizontal lines represent major unconformities. Stratigraphic interpD~tion and thicknesses after Barnes (1981). 
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The Packsaddle Schist typically occurs as foliated bodies of 

quarts-feldspar-microcline schist and hornblende schist. In some 

areas, particularly in the southern section of the study area, it is 
gneissic. Mazble and milky quartz veins are common, especially in the 

northern ~ along the Padasaddle-Hickory Sandstone contact. 'Ihe 

Paclcsaddle Schist is ~y coazsegzained and weathers to dark pink 

and orange. In the northern section, it forms a gently rolling topo- 

graphy, whereas it weathers to well exposed, gneissic cliffs in the 

s~n anm along Comanche Creek. 

The younger granite is primarily composed of a pink, coarse to 

medium~raizmd, horn~, miczocline-quaztz~lagioclase granite with 

mince amounts of biotite. It outczcps in the soutlnzn section of the 

study area as a nor'west-trending, elongated body that is terminated 

along its northern boundary by a ~ast-tzencLu@ fault Ths ~ 
gzan5. te is in ~ with ths paclcsaddle Schist and the Hickory sand- 

stone cn its ~ border. %be granite is ~y a late differen- 

tiate of the Town Mountain Granite (Barnes, 1981), and although not 

specifically named, is compositionally and teactuzally ~ated with 

the Oatman Czeek Granite (Wilson, 1957) found just north of the study 

area in similar, elongated bodies. 

Hicko Sandstone. The Hickory Sandstone comprises the basal 

member of the Riley Formation. Regionally aver the Llano Uplift, its 

thickness ranges from about 126 m (415 feet) to a feather edge and 

averages about 110 m (360 feet) (Bridge and others, 1947). The vazia- 
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tion in the thickness of the Hickory Sandstone is attributed to the 

ar Precambrian surface an which it was deposited and the lateral 

gradatian of the Hickory Sandstane to the Cap Hauntain Limestone in the 

sautbeast. Within the study area, the Hickory Sandstcnm is astizmted 

ta be apprcadmataly 122 m (400 feet) thick (Wilsan, 1957; Puller, 1957I 

Bridge and others, 1947) although no complete section is present for 

accurate measurarnants. 

The ~ Sandstane can he divided into three units: the lower, 

middle and upper. Overall, it consists primarily of ~carecm, 
quartz sancLstone, light tan and brown to very dark red in color. The ~ Sandstane is typically medium to coarse-grained, hut silty and 

shaley beds are ~. Wind-faceted, quartz pebbles are ~ at 
the hase of the Hickory Sandstone indicating eolian processes. How- 

ever, Barnes and Bell (1977) argue that the bedding characteristics, 

sarting, and tbe presence of Cruziana indicate tJmt the Hickory San& 

stane was primarily deposited in shallow water. 

The lower unit of the Hickory Sandstone consists of light olive 

gray to reddish brown, alternating fine to coarse-grained, quartz 

sandstanes ~ 27 m (90 feet) ~ At the cantact with the Precam- 

brian Packsaddle Schist, the Hickory Sandstone is commanly canglcmera- 

tic, cantaining large pebbles (up to 15 cm in diameter) of milky quartz 

and blocks of ~anted Pac) saddle Schist. The sand grains are poorly 

to we11morted. Cross-bedding is common tbraughcut the Hickory Sand- 

stone but is most prevalent in the lower unit. The lower unit is 
loosely cemented primarily by hematite occurring as thin coatings 

amund grains. 'Ihis reaQts in a slightly friable, grarnQar unit that 
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weathers to a very gentle slope that is commonly cultivated. Over- ~ of ~ are common (ELMard, 1982). M~ porosities from 

this study of the lower unit range from 8. 2 to 17. 4%. El-Jard (1982) 

determined an average porosity of about 22% for the lower Hickory 

Sandstarm using a m~ pcrosimeter on ~ace cores. 

The middle unit of the Hickory Sandstone is about 40 m thick and 

consists primarily of light tan to cliquy colored, alternating very 

fine to medium~in', cysts sandstone. Greenish~ shale inter 

beds, up to 10 cm thick, are present as well as flat pebble 

conglomerate beds near the upper part of the unit. The pebbles are 

often well aligned with the long axis nearly parallel to bedding or 

cross-bedding and are typically finer~ained than the host rock. 

cross-bedding is common in the middle unit al~ not as commm as in 

the lower unit. 'Ihe middle unit is generally more indurated than the 

lower unit and cezmnted primarily by silica and hematite. Quartz over- 

growths occur primarily as scaly envelopes along grain boundaries. 

porosity measurements from the middle unit range free 288 in the fine- 

grained sandstones to 138 in the poorly sorted, coarse-grained sand- 

stones. The resistive middle unit usually forms ledges and small 

hills. 

The upper unit of the Hickory Sandstone consists of highly ferru- 

ginam, medium to coarse-grained, well ~ ~ sandstones which 

are characteristically very dark maroon colored as a result of the 

presence of hematite. Its thickness is between 30 and 40 m. The 

hematite cccurs as cement, which ccats the grains in thin layers, and 

as ooids usually containing a small ~ or fossil nucleus. Cross- 
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bedding is nct common in the upper unit and ~ is mostly massive. 

Parmity in the Upper Hi~ Sandstone rancpm between 15 and 23% (El- 

Jard, 1982). The upper unit is friable, usually forms a gentle slope 

upon weathering, and forms a characteristic dark orange soil that is 
cultivated. 

For mapping purposes, the upper ~ of the Hi~ Sandstone 

with the overlying Cap Mountain Limestone is placed abave the last 
ncncalcazems sandstone bed that is typically coincident with a topo- 

graphic break. This contact is sometimes difficult to discern, pre- 

sumably due to groundwater ~e leaching the calcitic cement of the 

Cap Mountain Limestam into the underlying Hickory Sandstone. 

Mountain Lim~ Tbe Cap ~in Limestone ~ of the 

Riley Formation is primarily an impure limestone with calcareous- 

cemented guarts sandstones near the base grading upwards to a pure, 

granular limestone with quartzose sandstone intezbeds. Regionally, the 

thl. cknsss ranges from about 52 m (170 feet) to 152 m (500 feet) with a 

scu~ard thi~ of the sects (Barnes and Bell, 1977). The 

thiclmem of the Cap Mountain Limestone in the study area is estimated 

to be between 46 and 61 m (150 to 200 feet) (Wilson, 1957; Bridge and 

others, 1947) . 
In the Lower Comanche Creek area, the lower Cap Mountain Limestone 

consists of light reddish-brown to gray, fine to mecLLum-grained, cal- 

caream, ~ sandstone and inte~ad limestone. Beds are commonly 

10 to 20 cm thick. Porosity measurements of the lower calcareous 

sandstone unit range from 3. 8 to 6. 18. Some glauconite is present, 

al~ not abundant. It is within this lower unit of the Cap Moun- 
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tain Limestone that deformaticn bands aze typically found. The lower 

unit, other than the calcareous sandstone directly abave the contact 

with the Hickory Sandstone, weathers to brown and gray ledges that 

pradum alternating recessive zones that are usually well exposed. 

The Cap Mountain Limestone gradually decreases in quartz and 

hematite ~ ~on. %be upper part is primarily a cal~te 
with minor amounts of glauconite. Bedding becomes thicker (up to 40 

cm), and the weathered surface displays a "honeycomb" appearance 

(Wilson, 1957; Fuller, 1957). 

The upper contact of the Cap Mountain Limestone with the Lion 

Mountain Sandstone is gradational and is arbitrarily placed below the 

first bed of trilobite ~te containing an abundance of gee. ~ of the RLley Pcnszticn. It ~ in thickness fmm 9 to 21 m 

(29 to 69 feet) (Baznes and Bell, 1977) and is estimated to be about 15 

m (50 fest) thick in the study area. 

%be Lian M~ Sandstone consists of highly glauccnitic, cal- 

mream sandstccms and lim~. ')he ~ose sandstones aze dark 

green to gray, medium to coarse-grained, rounded, and poorly sorted. 

Gluts is a major ~cn of the Lion Mountain Sandstone, Lime- 

stone beds are impure and contain phosphatic brachipods (Barnes and 

Bell, 1977). The Lion M~ Sandstone usually weathers to a gentle 

slope with an abundance of dark zed to black ircamtone nodules on the 

surface. %be c)muacteristic ironstone nodules are ~ly the result 

of the weathsm6 glauconite. 

The ~ portions of the upper ~ between the Lion Moun- 
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tain Sandstane and the We1ge Sandstane of the Wilberns Formation aze 

sharp and represent a disconformity (Fuller, 1957; Barnes and Bell, 
1977) ~ 

Wilberns Formation, having a thickness between 3 and 9 m (11 to 30 

feet) (Barnes and Bell, 1977). Within the Lower Comanche Creek area, 

the Welge Sandstane is well exponnnd in the ~ part and is abaut 6 

m ~ 
The Welge Sandstone is a distinctive, sparsely glauconitic, 

coazs~zainsd, dark yellow to pale arange, quartz sandstone. Beds aze 

usually massive and rarely show cross-~. Ths Welge Sandstone is 
cenmsrted ~ily by silica but also by hematite, usually irdumted, 

and resistant to weathering. Quartz avergzmnths aze aammm in ths Welge 

Sandstans. It farms a distimtive ledge with an abundance of vegeta- 

tian just below its upper cantact. ~ties of the Welge Sandstone 

range famn 17. 4% in the friable, hematitic-cemented parts to 14. 6t in 

the indurated, silica-oenmnrted parts. 

The ~ with the overlying Morgan Creek Limestane Member is 
gzadatianal and is placed at the first prominent dark-~ colored, 

cal~, ~ sandstcm bed. 

'Ihs primaxy diff~ between the Hickory Sandstone of the Riley 

Formation and the We1ge Sandstans of the Wilbsrns Fozmation are the ~ of sorting and the hematitic cement. 'lhs welge Sandstone is a 

mature sandstone with well rounded, and well sorted, quartz grains 
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while the Hidauy Sandstone, al~ well ~, is usually poorly 

scrteL Also, the Hickozy Sandstone is cemented primarily by hematite 

rendering it friable. Zn cantzmt, the Welge Sandstone is usually well 

~ed as a result of the silica cement 

M Creek Lim~ The Mozgan Creek L1mestcne of the Wil- 

berne Formation consists of dark zad, limey, quartz sandstones near the 

base and olive-gray, glauconitic limestones interbedded with shales ~r upsection. Bedding thickens upsection, and small, stroma- 

tolitic bioherm masses 0. 3 to 1 m thick are found near the upper 

contact. The thickness of the Morgan Creek Limestone is ~imately 
30 m (100 feet) in the Lower Comanche Creek area. 

The upper contact with the Point Peak Member is usually covered 

but can be identified by the pzesence of shale beds in the lower Point 

Peak which form a topographic and ~ticnal ~ 
point Peak Member. 'Ihe point peak ~ of the wilberns Forma- 

Cion consists primarily of greenish-gray, cal~ sil~ with 

interbedded, micritic 1imestones and intraf~cnal ccnglomezates. 

Massive stzcnmtolitic biahenm up to 7 m thick are pzesent at the tcp 

of the incomplete section in the study area. The Point Peak is the 

stzatigzaphically ~ unit mapped in the lower Oomanc?m Creek area. 

Bridge, st. al. , (1947) ~ ths thickness of the Point Peak to range 

between 7. 5 and S2 m (25 and 270 feet) with an average thickness of 

approximately 49 m (160 feet). Approximately 30 m (100 feet) of sec- 

tion have been ~ in the study area. 
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The field ~gaticn focuses on characterizing the large-dis- 

placeaaent ~ faults (macroscopic scale) and associated deformation ~ (mesoscopic scale) in three Cambrian units of the Lower Ccsnanche 

Creek area. Previous strati~c field studies in the Lower Comanche 

Creek area do not provide a sufficient characterization of the faul- 

ting, especially with ~ to the location, orientation and ~ 
logy of the macroscopic and mesoscopic deformatirzsd features. This ~ describes the main faults, minor faults and deformation bands 

in order to bete understand the ~c development of the western 

Llano Uplift. Tbs effects of lithologic and te]ctural cantmls on the 

dsformaticn hands at the mssoscopic scale also axe addressed. 

Deformation of the Paleozoics in the Llano Uplift probably cond. 

red at shallow ~ conditions (&1. 0 ]an). 'Ihe Cambrian mclm at the 

base of the Cambrian section were buried by no more than 1000 m of 

overbuzden, which would give an effective pressure of nearly 13 MPa 

(130 bars) during deformaticn assuming a normal fluid pressure. 

'Ihs macrcsccpic expression of cataclasis within the study area is 
manifest as l~splaament normal faults that trend ~y north- 

east. These normal faults are prominently displayed by vegetation 

lineations cn aerial photographs. In addition, there are numerous minor 

faults that occur throughout the area but are not clearly visible as 
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vegetation lineaticns cn aerial ~rapbs. 
The largeWisplacement and minor faults are identified in the 

Hic)cary and Welge Sanch~~ by the presence of abundant deformation 

bands typically concentrated along a narrcw zone and/or local varia- 

tions of bedding attitudes. The actual fault surfaces are rarely 

exposed; ~, the location of the faults often is delineated hy an 

increased density of the deformaticn hands with prrodmity to the fault 

surface. The large faults identified in the field have normal offsets 

with throws up to about. 100 m. Minor faults typically have throws 

ranging from less than 1 m to 5 m. Occasionally, a slip surface adja- 
cent to a zone of def~cn hands is ~ and displays offsets cn 

the order of 1 m or less. 

In the Cap Mountain Limestone, large faults are identified by the 

presence of deformation hands and ~~res in concentrated zones. 'Ihe 

juxtapmitian of beds and increased dips of beds due to drag along the 

faults also are used to identify the location and amount of offset 
along the large faults. 

Tbs large-displacement fault tran can- 

sist primarily of straight segments connected in a zig-zag pattern 

(Fig. 8 and Plate 1). Segment length is variable, but the change in 

orientation from one ~ to the next is usually between 10 and 20 

degree. this zig-zag pattern of ~ fault traces also was mapped 

north oi' the study area by Johnson (1983) and Backer (1985) in the 

lower part of the Paleozoic section. 

Splay faults are common near the terminations of the large- 

displacement and minor faults, particularly in the Cap Mountain Lime- 
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Limestone. 
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stone (Fig. 8 and Plate 1). Typically, the main faults have cne or two 

minor splays that intersect to make a small angle with the trend of 
the main fault. These splays vary in length between 25 and 400 m. 

Within the Hickory and Welge Sandstones, the splay faults consist of 
segmented zones of' deformation bands. Apparently, the sp). ay faults 
scocmmodate the displacement at the ~ticns of the lazge~splace- 

ment and minor faults. 

Occasionally, slivers of fault bauncM material can be found along 

the faults. W the southwest part of the study area, a small sliver of 
Welge Sandstone occuzm between the Point Peak Member of. the Wilberns 

Formation and the Cap Mountain Limestone of the Riley Formation where 

they are in fault contact. 'Ihe sliver is apprmdmately 4 m wide, 10 m 

lang, and lense-shaped. Within the fault sliver, the Welge Sandstone 

is replete with defanaatian bands and is very well cexmnted in the hast 

rock areas between the deformation bands. 

Oblique slip movements along the large-displ~ faults were 

nct ~ied in the field due to the lack of fault surface eeposure. 

The presence of oblique slip cn individual deformation bands adjacent 

to the faults ~y suggests fault interaction and the ~odaticn 
of three dimensional strain (Johnson, B. , per. corn. ). 

Al~ the large-scale normal faults ~y show drag, the drag 

in the lower Comanche Creek azea is normal when present. Reverse dzag 

similar to that found along the Kothman fault west of Mason, Texas 

(Johnson, 1983) is not found along any of the large faults in the study 

area. Absence of revere drag does not preclude its existence; it may 

be present but not exposed. Where seen, reverse drag extends much 
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farther from the associated fault than nozmal drag, which is ~y 
restricted to about 10 m adjacent to the fault (Johnson, B. , per. 

corn. ). Along the Schep Creek Fault in the southwest corner of the 

study azea, the dip of ~ in the cap Mountain Lhustcne indicates 

normal drag and increases from about 4 to 44 degrees in a distance 

apprcncmately 4 m fram the fault. Normal drag is not readily observed 

along faults in the ~ Sandstone. 

Faults that trend into the Packsaddle Schist and younger-aged 

granite are often difficult to distinguish fzcm the numerous fracture 

trane in these units. ~, ths fractures in the Precambrian units 

are usually coincident in attitude with the mappable faults in the 

overlying sedimentary rocks. The Precambrian fractures typically 
increase in density where a fault can be traced from the Paleozoic 

strata into the underlying Precambrian rocks. 

In summary, the large faults in the Lower Commanche Creek area 

typically have normal displacements and normal drag, are segmented, 

display splayed tezminaticns, contain fault slivers in fault zones and 

typically display similar crientaticos to stzuctural features such as 

fractures in the underlying ~Samian segusnce. 

Main Faults. There are two main faults that trend through the 

study area and are delineated by vegetation lineations cn aerial photo- 

graphs, namely the Kettner Fault and the Schep Creek Fault. In the 

northern section, the ~ Fault runs roughly east-vest for much of 

its exposure and then either makes an abrupt northerly bend to trend 

about N60E or intersects a noztheast trending fault (Fig. 8, p. 34 and 

Plate 1). It is downthmwn to the south and southeast along its entire 
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l~ The Kattnm Fault places Hickory Sandstone ~ Cap Moun- 

tain Limestam along its western section and Hickory against Hickory in 

the central, east-west section. To the northeast, the Packsaddle 

Schist is in the footwall with lower Hickory Sandstone in the hanging 

wall. The throw along the Kettner Fault is greatest in the western 

area (up to 50 m) and decreases toward the northeast. Deformation 

bands are numezxaxs in sandsbones ad)acsnt to the trace of the ~ 
Fault with the dominant set of bands dipping to the south roughly 75 

The second main fault, the Schep Creek Fault (Sliger, 1957; 

Wilson, 1957X Fuller, 1957), trends northeast ~ the middle part 

of the study area (Fig. 8, p. 34 and plate 1). It is well exposed at 
the southern end of the hills located in the western part of the area 

where it dips northwest and brings the Point peak into ~ with the 

Cap Mountain Limestone. At this point in the southwest ~ of the 

study area, the fault trace bifuzcates into two primazy fault tran, 
informally referred to heze as the northern trace and the southern 

trace of the Schep Cxeek Fault. 

The northern trace is oriented about N26E and dips to the north- 

west, while the southern trace further bifurcates into splay faults 

that are oriented ~y N60-70E and also dip primarily to the north- 

west. Ths southern trace has a similar orientation (N65E) to the Schep 

Creek Fault prior to its point of bifurcation. Both the northern and 

southern fault traces appear to result fzcm the intersection of two or 

more segmented faults. 

Offsets along the Schsp Creek Fault zange from about 100 m (in the 
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southwestern section prior to the bifurcation) to about 95 m (in the 

southern trace). The northern trace decreases in throw to the north- 

east; ~, this decrease in displacement may be ~cdated by 

another closely oriented fault that dips to the southeast and runs 

parallel to the Kettner Fault along part of its length (see Fig. 8, p. 
34 and Plate 1). The throw along this parallel fault is roughly the 

same as that of the southern trace of the Schep Creek Fault (about 85 

m). It is ~le that the displacement is being transferred from the 

Kettner Fault to this parallel fault as the Kettner Fault also 
decreases in throw to the northeast. 

On the macroscopic scale, the faulting displays systemtic rela- 

tive ~ in or~on resulting in a system of lense-shaped fault 

blocks. A large lenticular fault block ~ ~asterly ~ 
the center of the Lower Comanche Creek area (Fig. 8, p. 34 and Plate 

1). This block is about 3 0 km wide at the center and is about 4. 5 km 

long. The boundary faults, except the northern trace of the Schep 

Creek Fault, dip toward the fault block. These bounding faults are 

segmented with two principal orientaticns, a~ately N30-40E and 

N60-70E. 

This lenticular fault-black geometry apped to be common in other 

areas of the Llano Uplift on the macroscopic scale. In the Riley 

Mountains of Llano ~ east of the study area, this pattern is very 

common. Also, the large-displacement faults west and northeast of 

Mason form the boundaries of lenticular blocks. Seeker (1985) noted 

that faulting lower in the stratigraphic section gives rise to lense- 

shaped fault blocks, whereas ~ up in the section, faults inter- 
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sect less, aze straight and exhibit an en eche1cn pattern. 

Although large-displacement faults are the primary ma~ic 
structure, cne i~cele, low amplitude fold is identified along the 

western edge of the study area (Fig. 8, p. 34 and Plate 1). The fold 
is a vary open syncline defined by the ~ expression and the very 

slight inclination of bedding (4 to 8 degrees) azound its periphery. 

Small~e folds or other minor structures are nct found in the syn- 

cline hinge area, yrdx&ly due to the open structure of the fold. The 

syncl inc plunges very slightly to the southeast. The axial plane is 
northwest trending at apprcedmately N40w. 'Qm axial plane is colinear 

with the alignment of the loci of the maximum lanp~lacement fault 

throws south and sautlmest of Masan (see Fig. 6, p. 18). The northwest 

strike orientation of the axial plane of the syncline possibly indi- 
cates basement ccntrck cn the faulting and resultant m~zucture. 

Minor Faults. Nnaezous faults with displacemsnts as small as 0. 5 

m also were mapped and included cn Plate 1. These smaller faults aze 

commonly not noticeable on aerial photographs, and only close field 
examination reveals their presence. Within the Hickory Sandstone, 

these small faults are manifest by slip surfaces that have formed 

adjacent to a zone of deformaticn bands. Figure 9 shawm thzee typical 

small faults that occur cn the northwest side of Bare Hill (NE corner 

of Plate 1) within the middle unit of the Hickory Sandstone. 

In addition to the dominant noztheast-trending faults, there are a 

number of small-displacement faults that are oriented northwestward. 

These faults are located in the southeastern cozner of the study area 

primarily adjacent to the ~ ~rien granitic body (Plate 1). 
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'Ibis is the only site wheze northwest-trending faults are located in 

the Lower Comanche Creek area. The faults are found mainly at the 

~r~ckozy ~ and in the lower part of the Hickozy Sand- 

stone. Qne northwest fault ~ parallel to the granite/Pa~e 
Schist ~ at about N45-50W. The other northwest-trending faults 

are mare ~ly oriented, about N25-30W. %be location and orienta- 

tion of these ~est-t~ faults may be a manifestation of the 

~estW~ stzuctuzes in the Precambrian basement and the re- 
sultant influence on the faulting in the Paleozoic section. 

Strike Rosettes. Rosettes of fault strike were constructed to 
determine systemtic czierxtations of the large-displacement and minor- 

displaoement faults (Pig. l0). 'Ibs strike rosettes display the pezcen- 

tage of total fault length as a function of fault strum. These plots 

were constructed by measuring the length and orientation of linear 
faults or linear segments of faults. For curved sections of faults, 
either a best-fit line was measured or the curve was represented by a ~ of linear segments and then the length and orientation were 

measured. averred faults (~ cn Plate 1) were not considered in 

the construction of the zosettes due to their estimated orientations. 

The fault-segment lengths were normalized relative to total fault 

The large-displacement and minor faults are separated into three 

distinct axsm based on a visual inspection of the fault orientations 

depicted on Plate l. 'Ihe three areas are not considered as stem&ural 

domains since they do not actually represent statistically hcm~ 
areas, but they are separated in order to avoid ~inting visually 
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distinct fault orientations of one area on another. The strike 
zosettes for each area and theiz locations with ~ to the geologic 

map of the Icwer Comanche Creek area aze shown in Figure 10. 

The faults from Area 1 (Fig. 10, p. 42), located in the northeast 

section of the study arse, display a number of concentrations that are 

oriented primarily between N25E and N70E. Four concentrations 

(A, B, C, D) can be delineated, specifically oriented at A:N25-30E, B:N35- 

40E, C:N50-60E, and D:N65-70E. Concentrations A and D dominate in 
Axes 1, while concentrations B and C are less strong. No northwest- 

trending, large-scale faults are pzesent in Area 1; however, a small 

percentage of the fault lengths aze oriented NO-5E and N80-85E. 

Area 2, located in the northwest corner of the study area, dis- 
plays more dispersion of faults, yet concentrations are similarly 
oriented to those in Area L Overall, a slightly moxa northerly trend 

of faulting is depicted. The primary concentrations in Area 2 are 
oriented at A:N15-35E, B:N45-50E, and C:N65-70E. Concentration A 

potentially could be composed of two or more concentrations. The 

concentrations oriented east-west are from the Kettner Fault which 

tzends nearly east-west ~ Area 2. 

Faults in the scuthezI1 section of the Lower Comanche Creek area, 

Area 3 (Fig. 10, p. 42), show a more eastezly overall orientation than 

tham in Areas 1 and 2. The strong concentrations are oriented between 

N50E and N70E. The strongest concentration in Area 1, namely A:N25- 

30E, is only weakly represented in Area 3. Area 3 also contains the 

noxthwest trending faults which aze in close proximity to the granitic 

body in the southern part of the area (plate 1). These faults are 
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represented by a relatively weak concentration (74) oriented N25-30W. 

In summary, the macrosopic expression of cataclasis is charac- 

terized by northeast-trending, large-scale and minor normal faults 
which typically exhibit segmented linear traces. In a given region, 
faults and fault segments have primarily three to four principal orien- 

taticns as illustrated by the strike ~ diagrams. 

ic Structures 

Cataclasis on the mesoscopic scale in the Lower Comanche Creek 

area occurs in thin (typically &0. 5 cm), linear or curviplanar fault 
zones demonstrating a high degree of comminution of the host rock 
grains. In other studies, these fault zones have been called defor- 
mation bands (Aydin, 1977; J'amison, 1979). In this context, defor- 
maticn bands are defined to be small faults that demcnstzate offsets cn 

the order of millimeters to centimeters with pronounced camminuticn 

slang the fault. 

Defcrmaticn hands are the ~ manifestation of the mesosccpic 

cataclastic defcrsaticn developed in the Hickory and Welge Sandstones 

in the study area. In the Cap Mountain Limestone, deformation bands 

are ~ in the lower quartz sandstone dominated parts of the member 

but are rare throughout the ma)ority of the member where fracturing a~ to dominate as the primary z schanism of brittle deformaticn. 

The following sections present field obsezmtions of the deforma- 

tion bands as they occur in the Paleozoic units exposed in the Lower 

Comanche Creek area. The absermtions fcms cn their physical expres- 

sian, morphology and displacement characteristics. Various similari- 
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ties and dif ferences in their characteristics within the different 
lithologic units are noted. Also included in this chapter is a brief 
disnmion of fractures in the ~rien zocks immediately underlying e 
the ~ Sandstone. 

Deformation Bands. Single deformaticn bands in the Lower Comanche 

Creek area typically occur on weathered outcrop surfaces as raised- 
relief, slightly sinuous bands (Fig. 11). The width of a single hand 

typically varies between &0. 1 and 8 mm, depending on the host rock 
textural ~or ~tional characteristics. 

The raised-relief character of the bands illustrates their greater 
resistance to weathering and erosion than the host rock. The single 
bands often develop into anastcmesing zones cr ~ networks. 'Ihe 

presence of these zones and networks is ummdly indicative of. a neaztp 

largerMisplacement fault. Furthermore, the density of single bands 

and zones increases with proximity to a fault surface. Particularly in 
the Hickzey Sandstone, the datamation bands are ubiquitous in conjunc- 

tion with the zecnmcopic faulting in the lower Comanche Creek azea. 

The color of the gouge zone is related to the host rock color. 
Typically, the bands are white to light gray in the lower and middle 

units of the Hickory Sandstone, the Cap Mountain Limestone and the 
Welge Sandstone. Zn the Upper Hickory Sandstone and select bedding 

horizons in the middle Hickory Sandstone that display a high degree of 
hematite, the deformaticn bands are dark ~-colorecL The deforma- 

ticn bands in these two units contain an abundance of hematite derived 

from the host rock material giving them the dark color. Hematite is 
noticeably absent in the deformation bands in the Lower Hickory and 
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Welge Sandstones even though both of these units contain a small per- ~ of hematite. 

Deformation bands apparently act as barriers to fluid movement as 

indicated by the presence of orang brown hematiti~ined and light 

gray host rock on opposite sides of a hand or zone oi' bands. This 

~ticn is particularly noticeable in the ?ewer and Middle Hickey 
Sandstone units (Fig. 12). The intersection of deformation bands on ~ plane and cross-sectional views will often create isolated pads 

or zhamlm of ncn-hemati~ined host rock. 

Mo hola of Deformation Bands. The deformaticn bands developed 

in the Lower Comanche Creek area occur as curvilinear to straight 
faults as seen on both bedding surfaces and cross-sectional views. 
'Ihe geometry oi' deformation bands is a function of the plane of ~ 
vaticn relative to the slip vector. In planes ~y parallel to the 

slip vector, the bands typically display a straight character. In 
areas where strike-slip displacement occam, the bands typically form a 

straig1C character on ~ surfaces. Conversely, deformaticn bands 

in cross-sectional views normal to the slip vector exhibit a curvi- 
linear or ~osing character. In a ~-slip dominated area, the 

anastomosing character primarily forms on ~ surfaces. 

Along single deformatian bands, small pads occasionally develop 

with dimensions typically about 3 to 7 cm long and 0. 5 to 1 cm wide. 

These pods are frequently found in planes normal to the slip vector 

along the deformation band and have an internal structure of two to 
four bands in a crossing pa~ 

Deformation hands more frequently occur as zones (i. e. , closely 
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associated multiple deformaticn hands) consisting of two or more single 
bah with a common orientation. The deformation bands within these 

zones either anastomose into a braid-like character or form ordered 

ne~ (Fig. 13) where fault interaction occurs between two or more 

bands or zones resulting in displacement transfer between the small 

faults (Hedgcoxe and Johnson, 1986l Hedgcoxe, 1987). These ordered 

networks appear to be scale independent and occur on ~ planes in 

outcrops which have a dominant strike-slip component to the fault 
displacement. The ordered networks have been studied in detail and 

termed secondary fault zones (SFZ's) by Hedgcoxe and Johnson (1986). 
This tenn is derived from the fact that these ~ networks reedit 
from the interaction of two primary deformation bands, or more 

commonly, two primazy sets of deformaticn banch. 

Zn general, the predominant deformaticn bands have orientaticns 

similar to the large-displacement macroscopic faults. At any 

particular ~, typically at least two sets of deformation bands 

can be identified. The sets of bands commonly intersect on bedding 

surfaces with acute angles of 6o degree or less and display off~ 
relationships indicating their order of development (Fig. 14a). The 

bands also intersect in vertical planes and form rhombohedral-shaped 

blocks (Fig. 14b). At outcrops where the bedding plane and vertical 
face intersections occur together, the bands form with orthorhombic 

symmetry (Fig. 14c). The large-scale faults commonly have orientations 

parallel to intersecting sets of deformation bands, indicating that the 

deformation bands reflect the same deformation as the large-scale 
faults (or vise versa). Zn some cases, the deformation bands also 
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reflect aspects of the deformation such as the dominant slip ~icn 
and large-fault attitude, often not reflected by the large-scale 
faults. 

'Ihe ~ss of the gauge zone of deformaticn hands varies bet- 
ween the three Zower Paleozoic units and ~ primarily cn the host 

rock textural and compositional characteristics. Within any cne bed- 

ding horizon containing similar textural and compositicnal characteris- 
tics, the amount of displacement apped to have only a slight effect 
on band width. To examine this effect, eighty-one single deformation 

bands were measured for apparent offset and thickness in a plane ~y parallel to the slip vector where the dip-slip component domi- 

nated Care was taken to measure these parameters within the same 

stratigraphic horizon to minimize the effects of compositional and 

textural variaticns. 

M this horizon of the Middle Hickory, the ~ticn band widths 

exhibit a broad dispersion primarily between 0. 2 and 2 mm {Fig. 15). 
Displacezmnts along the single deformaticn bands also exhibit a high 

degree of dispersion but typically cluster ~ 0. 5 and 4. 0 mm. The ~ measured displacement along a single band at this outcrop is 10 
mm with a corresponding width of 4. 0 mm. The plot of apparent offset 
versus deformaticn band thickness shows a significant variaticn, but it 
indicates that, an the average, the gouge zone thickness increases with 

displacement for displacements less than or equal to 10 mm. This is 
nct necessarily true in a comgmison between differing ~ horizons 

or other lithologic units. 

The thickness of bands in the rower Comanche Creek area typically 
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ranym between 0. 2 and 3. 0 mm, although band width can reach up to 5. 0 

mm. Zn the coarse~rained beds of the Lower and Middle Hickory and 

Welge Sandstones, the individual deformation bands ~ 0. 5 to &1. 5 

mm thick, ~ in the finer~ined beds in the Middle Hickory and 

Cap Mountain Limestone, single hands are generally &0. 5 mm in width. 
')his ~ticn is most noticeable at ou~ where deformaticn bands 

transect alternating coarse and fine-grained beds or cross-bedded 
sequences. Zn the coarse-grained beds, individual deformation bands 

are thick (up to 2. 0 mm) and commonly form pods consisting of two or 
three deformation bands. The thickness of the deformation bands 

greatly decreases (typically to &0. 5 mm) in the fine~ained beds. 
Also, the deformaticn bands ~y decrease in density upon entering 
the fine-gxmined beds. Within subs~ ccenm~ined beds, the thin 
bands frequently return to multiple, thick deformation bands similar in 
width to the hands in the ~ious, coars~rained bed (Fig. 16). 

Moreover, the deformation band changes character and thickness 
when it passm ~ a very fine siltstone or shale bed between two 

sandstone beds. Within the two sandstone beds, the single band con- 
sists of a commixnxted zone of definable thickness. However, within the 
siltstcne or shale layer, the band is manifest as a very thin, discrete 
small fault with detectable offset, yet does nct display a detectable 

gouge zone of comminuted material. 

Deformation bands within the conglomerate beds of the Middle 

Hickory Sandstone will often transect flat pebbles. Where this occurs, 

the bands will frmtuently be quite thick, possibly indicating dilation 

normal to the plane of the band, and yet display very little shear 
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displacement as evidenced by little offset of the pebbles. This ~ 
vaticn ~ suggests that the gauge zone material is slightly flui- 

dized and, consequently, is somewhat mobile in the plane of the defor- 

mation band. If this is true, then the fabric development due to 

shearing motions may be altered or unrecognizable. 

To assess the dependence of deformation band thickness cn the host 

rock grain size, six samples of Hickory sandstone were used to m~ 
these parameters (Fig. 17). Measurements were made using a scaled 

pocket micrometer capable of measuring grains or band widths to 0. 05 

mm. A total of 165 to 301 grains were measured per sample and every 

deformation hand within a sample was measured. The samples have a 

range of mean grain size from 0. 14 to 0. 47 mm and a range of mean 

deformation band thickness between 0. 32 and 1. 06 mm (Table 1). The 

plot of mean grain size versus mean defcrmaticn band thickness shows a 

slightly variable ~ation, but a definite increase in deformaticn 

band width with increasing grain size. 

Orientaticns. Nearly 500 deformaticn band orientations were mea- 

sured and platted cn lower hemisyham, equal area stereonets to esca 

tain spatial relationships of the mesosccpic structure. The hands were 

divided into the three areas defined previously in the macroscopic 

fault section to minimize overprinting of visually distinct band orien- 

taticns from cne area onto another. 

~ly, all three areas demonstrate a strong northeast trend of 

the deformaticn bands with steep dips typically ranging between 70 and 

90 degree. The orientation diagzmm each illustrate a girdle pattern 

with ~ primarily between N10E and N70E. Northwest trimxUng defor- 
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Suzmary of 
Grain Size/Deformation Band Width Measurements 

Deformation 
Number of Band Width (sm) Number of Grain Size &nm) 

Sample Deformation Bands Grains 
Number Measured Mean S. D. Banc@ Measured Mean S. D. Hangs 

Hickory SS 

Hickory SS 

Bimodal 
Hickory SS 

205 

14 

150+ 

47 

52 

15 

0. 32 0. 12 0. 15-0. 7 301 0. 17 0. 07 0. 05-0. 4 

0. 59 0. 23 0. 2-1. 2 165 0. 36 0. 12 0. 1%. 9 

0. 67 0. 23 0. 4%. 9 181 0. 47 0. 32 0. 05-1. 8 

Hickory SS 

Hickory SS 

Hickory SS 

207 

206 

150X 

34 

36 

81 

0. 64 0. 20 0. 3-1. 0 

1. 06 0. 32 0. 6-2. 0 

0. 37 0. 12 0. 15-0. 8 

281 0. 21 0. 09 0. 1-0. 5 

281 0 ' 28 0. 11 0. 1-0. 8 

201 0. 14 0. 05 0. 05-0. 3 
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mation bands are ~ly rare in the Lower Co~ Can area ~ 
in localized areas. East-west trending bands can be common, although 

most bands measurements aze either associated with the large east-west 

trending ~ of the ~ Fault or with ~c iaults formed in 

secondary fault zones (SFZ's) (Hedgcoxe and Johnson, 1986; Hedgcoxe, 

1987) developed along northeast-trarxling faults. 

'Ihe preferred ~ticns of defczmaticn bands in Area 1 farm a 

girdle pattern primarily between N15E and N36E, with a mean concentra- 

tion of about N18E (Fig. 18). Two additional concentrations are 

oriented apprcacbaately N64E and N27E. The mean concentration oriented 

about N18E is close to the large fault strike rosette concentration 

A:N25-30E (Fig. 10, p. 42). Also, the N64E preferred concentration 

roughly parallels the large-fault strike rosette concentration D:N65- 

70E (Fig. 10, p. 42). These two large-fault concentrations (A and D) 

dominate in Area 1, and it is not surprising that the deformaticn ~ 
nearly parallel these orientations. However, both deformation-band 

strike orientaticns are slightly deviated from the dominant main fault 

orientations in Area l. 
Area 2 displays pzefezzed orimtatians of deformation bands in a 

gizdle pattern between N12E and N48E with a mean roughly at N30E (Fig. 

19). This orientation correlates with a primary large-fault strike ~ concentration of N15E to N35E (A and B, respectively, Fig. 10, 

p. 42). A second concentration of deformation bands oriented about 

N60E could ~te to the large-fault concentmticn D:N60-70E. Also 

in Area 2, the east-west trending segment of the Kettner Fault is 

visible in bath the large-fault strike rosette (Fig. 10, p. 42) and the 
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Figure 18. Scatter (18a), contour (18b), and rose (18c) diagrams 
illustrating preferred orientations of deformation bands in Area l. 
Total of 218 points EEontauzed an lower hemisphere„egual area projec- 
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Figure 19. Scatter (19a), contour (19b), and rose (19c) diagrams 
illustrating preferred orientations of deformation hands in Area 2. 
Total of 64 points contoured on lower hemisphere, equal area projec- 
tion. Contour intervals 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ll, 13, and &154 per 14 
area. Rose diagram cons~ for defaEmaticn band stri)cs. 
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defarmaticn band stezeonet ~ (Fig. 19). 

In contrast, preferred deformation band trends in Area 3 are 

oriented mare ~ly and occur in a smaller girdle pattern than those 

in Areas 1 and 2 (Fig. 20). The bands are oriented primarily between 

N26E auxl N60E with a mean at ~mcucimately N45E and N61E. These orien- 

tatians agree closely with tbs large-fault strike rosette orientations 

between N50E and N70E (Fig. 10, p. 42). Also in Area 3, the nartlmest- 

tzenXing deformation hands, associated with the ma~ic faulting in 

the southeast ~ of the study area, are illustrated. 

Deformation bands also were plotted for individual measurement 

stations ~ the Baze Hill area where Middle Hi~ Sandstone crops 

out in particularly good exposures (Fig. 21). The individual pole 

diagrams illustrate the high variability in deformaticn hand trends in 

a localized area. Measuzesmmt stations 1 ~ 3 illustrate similar ~ in deformation hand dsvelcpmenl In contrast, station 4 illus- 

trates a more easterly trend. Large faults near stations 1, 2, and 3 

trend roughly N20E, whereas faults just east of station 4 are more 

easterly oriented. 

Also, within a localized area, the deformation banc@ demonstrate 

slip directions similar to the large-displacement and minor faults. 

For example, at the south end of Bare Hill, the deformation bands 

predominantly display a down~-the-southeast oblique slip ~ion. 
North of Baze Hill, the deformation bands pzedominantly display a down- 

to-the-northwest slip direction that correlates with the large- 

displacement fault northeast of Baze Hill (Fig. 21). Ibis demonstrates 

the complexities associated with the macroscopic and mesoscopic 
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Figure 20. scatter (20a), contour (20b), and rose (20c) diagrams 
illustrating preferred orientations of deformation bands in Area 3. 
Total of 66 points contoured on lower hemisphere, e&yxal area proj ec- 
tion. Contour intervals 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and &154 per 1% 
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Figure 21. Scatter diagrams of deformation band orientations measured 
around the south and north ends of Bare Hill. Also, scatter diagram 
(b) of fractures measured south of the Bare Hill area in Packsaddle 
Schist. See Plate 1 for location of Bare Hill area in northeast ~ of Lower Comanche Creek area. 
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faulting in a localized area. 

D lacement Characteristics. Displacanumts along single deforma- 

tion bands typically range between &1. 0 mm to 1. 0 cm depending on the 

host rock unit. Zones of deformation bands consisting of two or more 

single bands display a cumulative offset and commonly average ~ 
0. 5 to 2. 0 cm of displacement. These offsets are not difficult to 

detect, although the amount and true sense of offset are not always 

discernable. In zare crcss~onal exposures of the Lower Hickzny, 

bedding laminations and cross-bedding provide marker beds to help 

determine offset amount and orientation (Fig. 22 a). However, at most 

outcrops, intersecting deformation hands that offset each other provide 

the only means of measuring the relative sense of movement (Fig. 22 b). 

generally, in fin~rained rocks, the displacements are slightly 

larger along hands than in coarser-g~ rock units. 

Within a single band, there typically appears to be no discrete 

slip surface developed, but rather the displacement is distributed 

acme the entize width of the band. However, when slip surfaces are 

exposed, they usually occur along one band/host rock interface and 

contain slickenside grooves. These slickensided surfaces ~ the 

curviplanar nature of the deformation bands in three dimensions and 

exhibit the direction of slip. Since the displacements along the bands 

are generally small, the slickensides probably represent the entire 

displacement vector and not just the last recorded movement along the 

slip surface. 

Displacement occurs in normal, ~ and strike slip ~iona 
al~ typically the displammt vector is a combinaticn of these 
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which results in oblique slip motions. Consequently, measurements of 

displacement on bedding plane or cross-sectional views are typically 

only a~ displacement and nct a true measurement of the amount of 

slip. Measurements of slickensides at the southwestern end of Bare 

Hill indicate a dominant horizontal component to the slip vector (Fig. 

23). In that particular cross-sectional view, all slickensides indi- 

cate right lateral oblique slip motions and have rake angles between 5 

and 27 degree from the horizontal. 

Reverm slip motions are also ~ along many single deforma- 

tion hands, particularly in the Lower and Middle Hickozy Sandstone 

(Fig. 24 a). The apparent of i'set along many of these bands is on the ~ of a few millimatem or more. W nearly all cases, the deforma- 

tion bands with ~ movsmzmts are associated with a larger zoos of 

bands, which overall have normal or oblique slip motion. The bands 

with reverse slip are usually contained within ~ stratigraphic 

horizons and form in an antithetic attitude to the large zone of bands 

displaying normal slip motions (Fig. 24 b). This orientation appears 

to alleviate "room problems" zesulting from movement along the zone of ~ slip. 

N~ drag is occasionally present along deformaticn bands in the 

Lower and Mick's Hickory. Figure 25 shows a small zone of deformation 

bands with about 4 cm of normal offset. Normal drag is developed on 

the downthzmm side, and an antithetic zone of deformation bands has 

formed that also shows normal slip. Although difficult to see in this 

picture, there are ~t, very thin deformation hands present bet- 

ween the two larger zones of bands. The effect of the smaller deforma- 



Figure 23. Slip vectors (black dots) manifest as slickensides on 
exposed deformaticn band suzfaces at the south end of Bare Hill. Rake 
angles vary between 5 and 27 degrees from the horizontal and indicate 
oblique-slip with a strong component of horizontal displacement. 
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tion bands is visible in the two ligh~lored layers in the middle 

of the photograph. In that area, the lighter-colored layers are small 

blocks which are broken along discrete surfaces and demonstrate rigid- 

body rotation. The numerous small deformation bands cumulatively ~ far the ~ drag. 

Fractures. Fractures are also a common brittle deformational 

structure occurring in the Paleozic and Precambrian rocks in the Lower 

Comanche Creek area. Fracturing is more common in the Cap Mountain 

Limestone and the Precambrian rocks than in the Hickory and welge 

Sandstones. This discussion of fractures is limited to ~ticns 
made primarily in exposures of the Precambrian rocks. Backer (1985) 

gives a more detailed description of fracturing in the Paleozoic rocks 

in the Mason Fault area. He describes three general types of frac- 
tures: straight, segmented, and en echelon. 

Fractures in the ~rien rocks aze characterized typically by 

~ly spaced, linear segments on ~ surfaces that do nct stand 

out in relief. Spacing between fractures in sets typically ranges 

between 10 and 30 cm. 'Ihe ~ fracture planes commonly have smooth 

polished surfaces yet lack the trace of lineations cn these surfaces. 

Dips measured for fracture planes are relatively steep and usually 

greatm than 80 degrees. Offsets were not observed along freaks in 

the outcrops investigated. Fractures in an area south of Bare Hill 

have strike orientations that often parallel the primazy set of defoz 

mation bands within the overlying Hickory Sandstone (see Fig. 21, p. 

64) ~ 
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MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS 

The microscopic observations focus on the brittle deformation 

~sms aperating at the grain scale. In particular, this chapter 

describes the characteristics of the defozmatian bands in thin sectian, 

the nature of the miczofractuzm, the chazz~istics of the csoxznting 

materials, and the inferred effect of the cement on the grain-scale 

defozmatian. 

Representative samples from the fine-grained section of the lower 

Sandstone, the Cap M~ Limestane and the Welge Sandstane 

were used to describe the host rack characteristics and deformation 

bands, as well as to map the ~ted miczofractuze spatial distribu- 

tians. Miniature orientatians and lengths were measuzed far each 

sample described above. In addition, measurements along traverses 

parallel to the deformation bands were utilized for describing the 

grain-size zeductian and microfractuze density. A grain-boundary index 

was determined to zepzzment the psooantsga of a single~ baundary 

that is composed of a ~ ar fractured sectian. 

In thin sectian, the ~ Sandstane, Cap M~ Lizmstane and 

Welge Sandstone are characterized by sub- to well-~ host-rock 

quartz grains cemented primarily with hematite and calcite. In addi- 

tion to detrital quartz, the compositions of the Hickory and Welge 

Sandstanes cantain feldspar and a di~le percentage of secondazy 

quartz in the form of quaztz ovezgrowths. In contrast, the quartz 
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sandstone of the lowermost Cap Mountain Limestone does not exhibit 

quartz overgrowths, but has about 6% carbonate grains and hematite 

ooids. The porosity varies between 14 and 15. 44 for the Hickory and 

Welge Sandstones and is somewhat less for the Cap Mountain Limestccm at 

7. 74. These values, determined from thin sections, are within the 

range oi' porosity values determined using a water saturaticn m4ZdxzL 

'Ihe host rock compositicnal and porosity characteristics are summarized 

in Table 2. 

In thin section, deformation bands are characterized by a thin 

gouge zone (typically &0. 5 mm) of fractured and highly comminuted 

grains (Fig. 26). The gouge-zone material typically has a strongly 

skewed grain-size distrQmtim dominated by grains less than 0. 05 mm in 

diameter (discussed subsatusntly). 'Ihe gouge material is angular, and 

thin rime of hematite ~or mrergrz4~ of quartz often surround the 

angular grains. 

Within a typical gouge zone, a few large, relatively unfra~ 
grains are intermixed and surrounded by the fine-grained gouge 

material. Most of the large grains display numerous intragranular 

microfractures, and they usually exhibit a broken grain boundary. 

However, some of the large grains in the zone are unfractured. In 

gouge zones ~ted with a large amount of shearing (displacements 

an the order of a centimeter), relative movement across intragranular 

microfractures gives these large grains a somewhat dilated and 

distorted form (Fig. 27). Occasionally, a slightly linear fabric is 



'BBLH 2 

Host Rock Characteristics 

Ccmpcmi tion 
'Ih in Number of ascent 'lhin Porosity 

Section Grains Detrital Secondary Rock Carbonate/ Section Range 
camber counted Quarts Quarts 1 paldsimr pragments ooids calcite Hematite porosity 2 (8) 3 

Hickory SS 202 S 350 11 3 0 0 7 14 8. 2 to 17. 4 

Cap Pbuntain 
Limestone 184 BT 350 43 0 10. 8 1. 7 6 16. 8 14 7. 7 3. 8 to 6. 1 

209 A 350 63 10. 3 4 trace 0 0 7 15. 4 14. 6 to 17. 4 

N3TESc l. Secondary cscartz as quarts overgrowths. 
2. Porosity detenuined by point ccacnt along linear traverses. 
3. Porcsity range detenuined by water saturation method on cylindrical host rock blocks of each rock tyim. 

Reported range is for all sauples of each rack type. 
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developed roughly parallel to the plane of the gouge zone, reflecting 

the ali~ of rcd-shaped slivers of host rock grains produced by the 

large~ micro~ing and intragranular movezmxts (Fig. 28). 

The ~ between gouge ma~ and host-rock grains is usually 

sharp. The edge of the deformation band can be delineated typically 

within one grain disaster. Along the band edge, there is often a very 

thin zone, typically cne or two grain diameters thick, that edubits a 

reduction in pore space (Fig. 29). Grain contacts in this thin zone 

are commonly tanpm7tial (i. e. , point contacts), long cr concavo-convex. 

Most ccnca~zonvex and long contacts ~ to result from pressure- 

soluticn at grain ~ points. Also concentrated in this zone are 

intragranular micro~tures that transect grains ~ the ~ 
tial, long and aux:avo-convex contacts. 

In the Welge Sandstone thin sections, very fine~raim6 material 

~ing ~ ~ zone material is ~ along cne side of the 

pore spaces. This material is ~ up to 5 mm away ~ the defor- 

mation bands in the host rock. The consistent position of this 

material (i. e. , polarity) plus its location away from the gouge zone 

is interpreted to reflect transport via pore fluid movement. This 

absermticn indicates the presence and movement of fluids within the 

host rock prior to a high degree of induration of the gouge zone 

material. 

In the Cap Mountain Limestarm, the gouge material consists almost 

y of comminuted quartz grains and hematite that are ~ in 

the host rock. In contrast with the adjacent host rock, very little 
calcite cement is found within the gouge zone. 
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Porosity within the gouge zone in the Hickoxy and We1ge Sandstones 

is greatly reduced from that of the host rock. The porosity is esti- 
mated at less than 14. The pores between the very small grains of the 

gouge material often ~ to be filled with quartz overgzowths. In 

contrast, some samples within the Cap Mountain Limestone display a 

ze1ativaly high ~ of porosity locally within the gouge zone. 

The terminus of a deformation band was observed in a Welge Sand- 

stone sample. At the termination, the gouge material abruptly ends 

within one grain diameter, and large pore spaces are present just 
beyond the terminus. Microfra~ within the host rock and parallel 

to the gouge zone are present at this point although not in greater 

abundance than the bulk of the surrounding host rock material. 

Whether this represents a typical termination is not known since this 

is the only examined sample that contains a deformation-band 

texmimticn. 

Grain Size ~lens 
Long axes of ~ grains were measured along parallel traverses 

within the deformation band gouge zone and at 2 and 4 mm away from the ~ zone boundary in order to determine grainmize ~ions asso- 

ciated with the brittle deformation. Grain size within the gouge zone 

is typically less than 0. 05 mm, al~ the his~ for the gouge 

zones indicate a skewed distribution toward even finer grain sizes 

(Fig. 30). In all samples, the smallest mean grain size occum within 

the gouge zone. Additionally, the mean grain size at 2 mm from the 

gouge zone is less than that at 4 mm away, indicating increased grain b~ toward the dsformaticn band (Fig. 31). 
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Figure 31. Mean grain size for the Hickory and Welge Sandstones and 
Cap Mountain Limestane as a function of distance from the center of the 
gouge zone. The decrease in grain size frcm 4 mm to 2 mm from the zone 
reflects the slightly lessor degzm of grain breakage than that faund 
closer to the gouge zane. 
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Brittle deformaticn on the grain-scale is ~ primarily by the 

formation and subsequent linkage of intragranular miczofractuvm con- 

necting points oi' grain contacts (Fig. 32). The miczofzacturing occurs 

throughout the host rock with a relatively uniform density, but there 

is a concentration of micmfmctures localized vacant to the dsforma- 

ticn bands. Miczofzactuzes occur in all grain types including phospha- 

tic and ~te grains and hematite ooids. Furthermore, ~ over- ~ in the Hickory and Welge Sandstones are found both fractured 

and unfra~ There are three basic types of miczofra~ identi- 

fied by morphology: through-going ~-contact fractures ~-1) t 
wedge-shaped fractures (Type-2); and microfractures that result in 

grain pulverization (Type-3). These three microfracture types are 

separated hezein to facilitate discumion purposes. However, they may 

be related and represent a single type of microfracture that has 

developed to differing degrees. 

Type-1 miczofractures ~ points of grain contact and predomi- 

nate in each unit where the host rock exhibits a grain-s~d tex- 

ture. The micro~res often transect the entire grain. They typi- 

cally have a frequency of one to three per grain, depending on the 

number of su~ing grain contacts (Fig. 33). 'Ihese fractures can be 

linear or slightly ~ and exhibit a discernable pzefezred orienta- 

tion within the host zock (discussed subsequently). The thzough~ing 

miczofza~ often link together to form a continuous microfracture 

three to four grain diameters in length. 
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The Type-1 miczof~es aze often healed, as evi~ by linear 

traizs of bubbles that traverse grains between the ~ points (Fig. 

34). These bubble trails show varying ~ of healing along their 

length. The trails are roughly planar with the leading edge containing 

spherical bubbles. The spherical bubbles become elongated rods and 

"dog-bone shapecP' along the healing f~ plane, p~ly repre- 

senting a lesser degree of healing (Smith and Evans, 1982). 

Both bubble trails and miczofractuzes occur in grains within and 

external to the deformation bands and can coexist within a single 

grain. Like the microfractures, the bubble lineations also display 

systematic orientations within the host rock. Infrequently, bubble 

lineations are also seen offsetting other bubble lineations at nearly 

right angles within a single grain (Fig. 35). The bubble lineations 

are interpreted to be healed miczofrs~res. Their presence, together 

with czoss~tting relative, may be indicative of multiple event 

brittle deformation, possibly with contemExmaneous solutian~ated 
crack healing. 

The second microfracture type (Type-2) is characterized by an 

arcuate shape and al~ they appear to originate at grain contacts, 

they do not fully penetrate the grain. They aze typically wedge-shaped 

with the widest part located at the grain boundary (Fig. 36). The 

wedge~pad fractures often aze not healed as demonstrated by the lack 

of bubble trains formed in this orientation. Also, the wedge-shaped 

miczofractures ~tly have a thin hematite coating cn the fracture 

surface in the Hickory and Welge Sandstones. In the Cap Hountain 

Limestone, the Type-2 microfractures may have a hematite or calcite 
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coating on the fracture surface. 

Type-3 microfra~ are characterized by a dense array of micro- 

fractures that result in full or ~ pulverization of a grain (Fig. 

37). They are common in grains contained in the thin zone of reduced 

porosity immediately adjacent to the deformaticn bands. This micro- 

fracture type, in many cases, rep~ Type-1 grain-contact fractures 

but to a greater density within a single grain. The Type-3 microfrac- 

tures typically occur in grains where lang and ccncavo-earwax contacts 

occur with neighboring grains. %he fracturing often displays a splay 

pattern that produces elongated, angular fragments. Small displace- 

ments are discernable along many of the Type-3 microfractures within a 

single grain. Bmlative displa~ along the miczofractures results 

in irregular-shaped grain boundaries (Fig. 38; also see Fig. 27, p. 

76)r although the original grain shape is usually rougtQy maintained. 

The grains with Type-3 microfractures often display a mosaic extinction 

pattern (Fig. 39). This mosaic extinction appears to be caused by 

brittle fracturing accompanied by rigid-body rotation and translation 

of the fragments that result in small crystall' re~ientations. 

Microfracture 0mientation and Densi 

Microfracture maps were constructed in order to determine the 

spatial distribution and orientations of the microfractures. Rosettes 

of microfracture strike were construct for each microfracture map to 

statistically analyze microfracture orientations. The strike rosettes 

were cons~ from a ~ sampling of microfractures within the 

host-rock grains. A linear traverse point-count method was not used to 
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avoid a potential sampling bias introduced by not counting fracture 
that parallel the traverse direction, and thus do nct cross the micro- 

scope cross-hairs. Within a single, randomly sampled grain, all single 

miczofrsctuzes cr microfzactuze sets were measured. Figures 40 ~ 
43 illustzmte miczofractuze maps for the Hickczy Sandstone, Cap Moun- 

tain Li~ and Welge Sandstone, ~ively. The strike zosettes 

fcr bubble lineaticns, miczofzactunm and combined bubble train/micro- 

fracture orientations are also illustratecL The miczofracture maps 

are views pezpaxEculaz to the plans of the deformation bands in either 

a horizontal (i. e. , bedding plane) or vertical orientation. A common 

arbitrary reference dizezticn is used for both the miczofractuze maps 

and the strike rosettes. For presentation purposes, this arbitrazy 

zeferanzm ~icn is referred to as North. 

The most distinctive feature of the microfracture maps is the 

pezvmive distribution of the miczofra~ in each sample. Even in 

the host rock areas that appear mesoscopically undef~, fractures 

and hubble lineaticns are prevalent. lineaz densities of miczofrac- 

tures (i. e. , average number per mm) that were determined along 

traverses paralle1 to the defozmaticn bands, aze greatest within and 

immediately adjacent to the bands (Table 3). At. a distance of 2 and 4 

mm away fram the bands, the linear density of miczofzactuzes ~ a 

smaller, but constant, ncn-zero value (Table 3). 

The rose diagrams of microfracture strike exhibit a relatively 

strong preferred orientation for both the bubble lineations and the 

miczofzactures. ~ly, the strikes of hath the bubble lineations 

and miczofracturm differ about 30 to 50 degvm from the strike of the 
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Figure 40. Microfracture map (a) and strike rosettes for Hickory 
Sandstone sample Crh 202T. Deformation bands on bedding plane view 
contain bath left and right-lateral slip. This map is perpendicular to 
microfzacture map Crh 202S (Fig. 4la) and shazm a common deformation 
band to both maps, labelled "CDB". Scale bar of microfractures is 5 
mm. Strike rosettes are separated into orientations of microfractures 
(b), bubble lineations (c), and combined (d). strike rosettes plotted 
as a percentage of total measured; 54 scale bar indicated. natal 
orientaticns amtasured. 
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Figure 41. Miczofzactuze map (a) and strike rosette for Hickory Sand- 
stone sample Crh 202$. View is a vertical face with the predominant 
slip direction perpendicular to the plane of the map. A slight com- 
ponent of normal slip is visible in this map (arrows). Deformation 
band common to Fig. 40a labelled '~'. Scale bar of miczofLcctum map 
is 5 mm. Strike rosette (b) for both bubble lineations and 
microfractures. Strike rosette plotted as a percentage of total 
microfzactuzes and bubble lineations measured; & scale baz indicated. ~ orientations measured. 
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Figure 42. Microfracture map (a) and strike rossttes fcr Cap Mountain 
Limestone sample Crc 1843T. Map is a bedding plane view. Sense of 
offset postulated from microfractuze and deformaticn band orimtaticn 
data to be right lateral. Scale bar of microfracture map is 5 mm. 

Strike rosettes of microfractures (b), bubble lineaticns (c), and both 
combined (d). Strike rosette plotted as a percentage of total m~; 5t scale bar indicated. ~ crientaticns measured. 
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Figure 43. Microfracture map (a) and strike rasettes far Welge Sand- 
stone sample Cww 209A. Map is a bedding-plane view and sense and 
magnitude of displacement could not be determined. Scale bar 
microfracture map is 5 mm. Strike rosettes are separated into 
microfractuxees for the area aha the deformatian hand (bl) and belaw 
the ~tian hand (b2), hubble lineatians ahab (cl) and below (c2) 
the deformatian hand, and cambined microfracturee and hubble lineatians 
(d) for the entire microfracture map. strike rosettes platted as a 
percentage of tatal numter measured; 2. 58 scale bar indicated. 
orientatians m~ 
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Table 3 

Micro fracture ~ Density 
(microfractuzes/me) 

Gouge Edge of 
ZcN8 Go~Zone 

2 me free 
Gouge Zone 

X 8 X 8 

Crh 202S 7. 6 2. 5 8. 5 1. 7 6. 2 1. 4 

Crc 184BI' 11. 5 2. 2 9. 7 2. 1 6. 2 1. 9 

C4w 209A 9. 6 2. 0 8. 9 2. 0 5. 0 1. 5 

6. 0 1. 8 

6. 1 1. 6 

4. 6 1. 5 

Nate: Linear microfractuxe density calculated as the ~ ~ 
of fractures yar millimeter for a twc~entinmter traverse (X); 
S = Standard deviation. 
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deformation band. 

Two microfracture maps were constructed for Hickory sandstone 

sample Crh 202 (Figs. ' 40 and 41). These two microfracture maps are 

oriented perpendicular to each other and share a common deformation 

band (labeled CDB on the maps). The first map (Fig. 40) is a bedding 

plane (i. e. , horizontal) view a@i displays both left and right-lateral 

slip directions. The second map (Fig. 41) is a vertical view perpen- 

dicular to bedding and the plane of the deformaticn band and displays a 

small amount of right lateral offset. 

The first Hickory Sandstone microfracture map (Fig. 40a, Sample 

Crh 202T) is oriented perpendicular to the deformation bands l~ 
down cn a horizontal ~ surface, and the main component of slip is 
parallel to the plane of the diagram. In this map, the magnitude of 
the displacement along the deformation bands varies between 0. 68 and 

1. 13 mm. There also is a slight component of ~ displacement (0. 3 

mm) into and cut of the plane of the section along the band marked CDB. 

Both the bubble lineaticns and miczofractures exhibit relatively strong 

preferred orientaticns. The bubble lineations aze oriented primarily 

between N30E and N40E (Fig. 40b). However, miczof~ orientations 

display concentrations oriented N10E and NGOE with a lesser concentra- 

tion about N40E (Fig. 40c). No prominent northwest trending miczofrac- 

tuzes aze present. The combined bubble lineatian/miczof~ strike 

rosette displays a strong preferred northeasterly orientation (Fig. 

40d). The nort)masterly-trending orientations form an angle raugtQy 30 

to 60 ~ with the set of deformation bands trending north-scLNh 

and centaining the greatest amount of slip. 
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The second microfracture map and associated strike rosette for 
Hickory Sandstone sample crh 202S (Fig. 41a) shows a diffuse range of 
orientaticns. The bubble lineaticns and microfractures are not sepa- 

rated in the rose diagram (Fig. 41b). This figure is oriented as a 

vertical face roughly perpendicular to the plane of the band. In the 

plane of the thin section, the relative displacement along the main 

deformation band (CDB) is right lateral and totals about 0. 3 mm. 

However, the component of displacement normal to the plane of the 
section ~inates. 'Ibis defarmaticn hand is ccmurum to the map of 
sample Crh 202 T (Fig. 40a). Two slightly preferred orientations 

occur, cne ~y parallel to ths deformation band and another concen- 

tration oriented about N70E. A diffuse fan concentration also exists 
between N25W and N45E. 

Figure 42 presents the microfracture map and associated strike 
rosettes for Cap Mountain Limestone sample Crc 184BT. This map is a 

horizontal view with the dominant slip direction in the plane of the 

map. The bubble lineations display a strong preferred orientation of 
about N30-40E (Fig. 42b). The orientations of the microfractures 

exhibit a more diffuse character but preferentially strike north- 

easterly (Fig. 42c). The northeasterly-trending concentrations are 

oriented between N10E and N60E. Taken as a whole, the hubble-linea- 

tions and microfractures strike preferrentially N30&OE, roughly at an 

angle of 35-45 degree relative to the deformation band. Based on the 

microfracture and deformaticn band orientations, the sense of offset is 
postulated to be right lateral. 
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The microfrz~ map for the Welge Sandstone sample Cww 209A is a 

bedding plane view of the deformation band (Fig. 43a). The relative 
sense and amount oi' offset along the band could nct be determined. 'The 

hubble lineations for the Welge Sandstone display primarily three 

preferred orientations (Fig. 43b), the strongest at N50-70W and 

slightly ~ concentrations at N20E and N60E. Microfractures also 

display three preferred orientations at N60-80E, N50W and NSOW with the 

strongest concentration at N60-SOE (Fig. 43c). The combined strike 
rosette displays a diffuse range of orientations 40 to 50 degrees to 
either side of the strike of the deformation hand (Fig. 43d). Slight 
concentxmtions 10 to 30 degree cn either side of the deformation band 

strike also occur. 

Microfracture ~ of 150 to 425 microfractunm were m~ along linear 

traverse in each thin section. Eistagrms of microfracture length are 

presented in Figure 44. Tbs histograms display nearly normal distribu- 

tions but are slightly skewed to the smaller fracture lengths. The 

mean microfracture l~ for each thin section is essentially equal to 

the mean grain size. This relationship between mean microfracture 

length and mean grain size is not suprising since most microfracturm 

transect the grains between point contacts. 

Grain Index 

To qualitatively determine the ~ of grain deformation in the 

host zock and gouge zone, a grain-boundary index was determined. The 
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Figure 44. Histograms of microfracture length. Mean microfracture 
length and mean grain size for sample indicated by open and closed 
triangles, respectively. (A) Hickory Sandstone sample Crh 202S, (B) 
Hickory Sandstone sample Crh 202T, (C) Cap Mountain Limestone sample 
Crc 184BT, and (D) Welge Sandstone sample Cvv 209A. X f mean 
miczofracture length; X ~ grain size; n=number of micro~res 
measured. 
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grain-boundazy index is defined to be the percentage of a grain 

boundazy that is comprised of a ~ or fra~ section. ~es 
weze made in each thin section within the gouge zone and at 2 and 4 mm 

away from the boundary of the gouge zone. Along each traverse, the 

boundaries of 100 grains were gualitatively classified into four 

categories representing the peramtage of each grain boundary that is 
fractured. The categories include: (1) intact grain boundaries, (2) 

&304 of grain boundary is broken, (3) 30-604 of grain boundary is 
bralam, and (4) &60% of grain baunchzy is b~ 

lbe gzaindxundazy index for each sample is illustrated in Figure 

45. For gouge zones, this index indicates that the majority of grains 

are &604 ~ with only a small percentage of grains (&10') totally 
inta' Numerous grains within the gouge zone fall in the intermediate 

group with 16-30% of the grains having an index of 3 (30-60% broken). 

Almost all of the large grains within the gouge zones display at least 
some breakage of the original gzain boundazy. 

The greatest differenm between intact (Index of 1) and &604 

broken (Index of 4) occurs at 4 mm from the zone. Also, Figure 45 

illustrates that grains at 2 mm from the zone have undergone some 

brittle deformaticn ~ly accompanied by dilaticnal and distortional 

movements that result in a relatively large percentage of grains with 

indices of 2 and 3. 

'Ibe effect of the cementing material within the host rock on the 

cataclasis and formation of defozmation bands is not well understood. 
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Figure 45. Grain boundary index as a function of distance from the 
gouge zone. The grain-boundary index is a qualitative determination of 
the grain b~ and represents the percsmtage of each grain boundary 
that is fractured. For example, a high grain-boundry index of 4 is 
assigned to grains with & 50% of their boundary broken. 
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~ticns of the cements within the Hickory and Welge Sandstones and 

Cap Nountain LizLestone were made to provide additional insight into the 

role of this parameter. The following ~ticns focus cn the hema- 

tite ~ and secondary quartz avergmwths in the Hickory and Welge 

SandstaMm and the calcite cement in the Cap Nountain Limestone. 

The amount and nature of hematite cement within the Hickory and 

Welge Sandstones varies, but is most prominent in the Upper Hickory 

Sandstone. Hematite in the Upper Hickory Sandstone occurs both as 
ooids and as the primary ~ The ooids appear to behave m~- 
cally both in a brittle and ductile manner. Occasionally, the ooids 

will ~ microfractur4m and actually show a separation between the 

concentric layering. Zn contrast, many of the hematite ooids are 
highly deformed and appear to have "flowed" into the ~ices bet- 

ween the quartz grains. m this case, the deformed hematite ooids have 

the shape of a multi-pointed star and form a pseudomatrix around the 

quartz grains (Fig. 46). Hematite cement occurs in the deformation 

bands and host rock as thin stringers and as small spherical shells 
that typically surzcund grains and fill wedge-shaped Type 2 microfrac- 

turea It also appears that hematite inhibits ~ ovezgmwth within 

the Upper Hickory Sandstone. 

Quartz overgrowths occur quite commonly in both the Hickory and 

Welge Sandstones. The overgrowths are present primarily as scaly 

overgrowths surrounding small grains and sections of larger grains 

(Fig. 47). Quartz overgrowths also occur as euhedral crystal faces 

that extend into pore spaces (Fig. 48). Tbe overgror~s are in optical 

continuity with the host grains and are typically separated fram the 
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host grain by a thin "dust" rim. Small overgrowths that surround 

numerous fine~ined fragments in the gouge zone are common througtuut 

the Hickory and Welge Sandstcnes. Ihe presence of the avezgmwths in 

the gouge zones may suggest a mec)ma'am for the high degree of indura- 

tion and increased resistance to weathering of the deformation bands on 

outcrop surfaces. 

Fractures within the host rock grains typically penetrate the 
overgrowths, indicating that the overgrowth formation precedes the 
microfracturing in this case (Fig. 47). However, occasional grain 
fractures that do nct penetrate quartz ~wths are also ~, 

ing time of formation. 

The calcite cement in the Cap Mountain Li~ occurs as pore- 

filling cement and large poikiolitic grains that encompass several ~ grains. The ~cal behavior of the calcite cement ~ 
cn whether the host rock is ~ grain-supported oz matrix-supporbecL 

In the grain-supported sections of the Cap Mountain Limestone, the 

quartz grains exhibit point contacts, and the calcite cement fills the 

interstices between the quartz grains. In this case, the ~ grains 

contain Type-1 microfractures that typically transect the grains. 'Ihe 

fractures in the quartz grains display dilational and distortional 
movements. Fluid inclusion trails in the grain-supported Cap Mountain 

Limestone quartz grains are common. The calcite cement typically is 
not twinned or fractured except on rare occasions where it is caught 

between two quartz grains. Twinning is also not common along the gauge 

zone boundary of the deformation hands in the grain-supported Cap 

~in. 



Zn ~t, within matrix-supported Cap Mountain Limestone, the 

calcite surrounds the quartz grains, and as a result, point contacts 
are minimal. The calcite is typically twinned, and Type-1 microfrac- 

tures are rare and occur only where two or more grains contact at 
points. The density of the twin planes is much greater than that 
encountered in the grain-supported Cap Mountain, and ccnvezsely, the 

quartz-grain fracture density is much less. Adjacent to the deforma- 

tion hand gauzy zone, there is no noticeable increase in the density of 
the twin planes. Also, fluid inclusion trails that occur within the 
guartz grains are more ~y distrihuted than in the grain-supported 

Cap Mountain Limestone. 



DISCUSSIQN 

As demonstrated in this study, brittle deformation of the lower 

Paleozoic sandstcnes and lim~ on the southwestern flank of the 

Llano Uplift occurs on the macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic 
scales. Macroscopic deformation is manifest by the numerous large- 
displ~ and minor faults; mac deformaticn by the localized 

deformaticn bands; and miotic deformation by the microf~ing 
and cataclasis of individual grains. The brittle deformation is accom- 

panied by ~cal twinning (calcite cement), dissolution and preci- 
pitation m~sms (p~ soluticn). 

This ~ discusses the mesosccpicscaie defarmation bands, the 

relationships between the mesosccpic-scale deformation bands and the 

large-scale faults, implications of basement-fault control and the 
characteristics of the controlling textural/mineralogic parameters. 

Characteristics of the microscopic deformation are also discussed in 

relation to other defarmational features and ~ticns of previous 

studies. In addition, a chrarmlcgy of grain-scale deformation leading 

to the development of the defarmaticn hazes is presented. 

Deformation Bands and Di lacement Faults 

Deformation bands pzmide a unique tool in determining the large- 

displacement fault characteristics in areas where fault exposure and 

outcrop is limited. In the Llano Uplift, deformation bands occur in 

close association with faults in the Paleozoic sandstones and typically 



exhibit the greatest concentration near large&isplacement faults. 
Often the lazge~lacement fault surface is not visible in ~, 
but its location can be estimated by an inczease in density of deforma- 

tion bands in a localized area. ~oze, these structural features 

should be utilized when field mapping other structural elements. 

Deformatian bands also ~ some indication of fault attitude. 

Typically, the dip and strike of the dominant set of deformation banch 

adjacent to a large-displa~ fault parallels that of the fault. In 
the lower Comanche Creek area, the deformation ~ ~y parallel 
the faults and display relatively steep dips that ~ly vary bet- 
ween 80 and 90 degree. ~ lazge~splacsment faults in this area 

usually have similar spatial attitudes. 

In addition, deformation bands provide some indication of the 
localized strain field by providing markers, such as slickensided 
surfaces and offset intersecting bands that indicate the sense of 
movement. The deformation bands also form in ~tic networks that 
provide information on fault-fault interactions (Hedgcoxe, 1987; 
Hedgcoxe and Johnson, 1986). 

Aydin (1977) and Aydin and Johnson (1983) found that single defor- 

mation bands ~ the development of zones of deformation bands and 

that zones ~ the formation of discrete slip surfaces (macroscopic 

faults). Thus, they concluded that deformation bands are primary 

structural featuzes that represent the initiation of faulting and 

deformation of an area. However, based on observations during this 
investigation, deformation hands can also occur as seconhuy features 

that form as a result of movement along the large-displacement and 
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minor faults. This is suggested by deformation band formation in 
antithetic attitudes to other small faults (Fig. 24, p. 69) and by the 

development of ordered networks of deformation bands in the overlap 

region of two interacting faults forming a secondary fault zone (Fig. 

13, p. 50). 

The formation of deformation bands in antithetic attitudes 
possibly results from movements along ~ faults that create loca- 

lized secondary deformation fields in the adjacent host rock. Also, 

antithetic faults form due to closely spaced, primary fault-fault 
intera~cns. The antitheti~riented deformation bands display small 

displa~ in response to these secondary deformation fields. As a 

consequence of the antithetic fault formation, displacement can be 

transferred fram cne primary fault to another. 

In a localized area on the northeast side of Bare Hill, deforma- 

tion bands parallel to the main fault in this area (oriented about 

N20E) are found to offset and be offset by another set of deformation 

bands (oriented about N70E). The offsetting relationships of the two 

sets of deformation bands may indicate that their formation is closely 

spaced in time. 1he orientation of the large~splacement fault also 

may reflect preferential development with ~ to one of the defor- 

mation hand sets. In addition, the preset of oblicpe slip on many of 

these deformation bands may be an indication that the local strain 
field is not plane strain but is three~ensional. 

~t Fault Control 

Faults within the overlying Paleozoic rocks in the Llano Uplift 



differ in detail over granitic versus metamorphic basement terrains 
(Becker, 1985). Becker noted that faults located in the Paleozoic 

sedimentary rocks ever granitic basement typically have larger throws 

and hence are mare pmnamced than faults over metamorphic basement. 

He suggested that faults in the granitic rocks are localized and 

contain larger throws, w~ faults in the metamorphic rccks appear 

to have smaller ~ and are more pervasively distrihutecL 

Most of the Prenunbrian rocks underlying the lower Comanche Creek 

area are Packsaddle Schist, except possibly in the south and extreme 

western part of the area. As previously noted, the location of the 
axial plane of the syncline in the western section is coincident with 

the maximum throws along the main large~splacement faults (Fig. 6, p. 

18). This northwest-trending zone of maximum throw along faults is 
presumably colinear with the granitic-metamorphic contact (Becker, 

1985) . 
Since most of the study area is underlain by Packsaddle Schist, 

differences between the faults and deformation bands in the Paleozoic 

rocks overlying different Precambrian basement types were not studied. 

However, the extreme abundance of deformation bands in the Hickory 

Sandstone perhaps reflects the relative ~ of basement deformation 

in the area. 

If the Hickory Sandstone is mimicking pervasively distributed 

deformation in the Packsaddle Schist, then one would expect to see 

widely distr2axted deformation bands. Qualitatively, this is the case 

in the study area as deformation bands are ubiquitous in the Hickory 

Sandstone where obvious deformation has occurrecL Also, ori~tions 
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of deformaticn bands are nearly colinear with m~ fracture trench 

in the underlying Packsaddle Schist (Fig. 21, p. 64). Since the 

Hickory sandstone appears pervasively deformed, it probably dampens 

same of the def~cn resulting fram movemsrrt along numerous faults 

in the Packsaddle Schist. Consequently, upsection from the Hickory 

Sandstone, the deformation would be ccncentzated along more discrete 
zones that are coincident with basement faults exhibiting larger dis- 
placaraents. 

Northwest of the present study area, Becker (1985) noted 
diffevmm in the character of the faulting as a function of vertical 
position in the stratigraphic section. In the lower Paleozoics, he 

found that faults irrtemect often, have a wide range of orientations, 

and splay faults are common. ~ up in the stratigraphic section 
within the Pennsylvanian rocks, the faults have an en echelon geometzy, 

do not intersect or splay as often, and have a greater regularity of 
spacing and oz'jentaticn 

Thus, the overall orientation and distribution of faults in the 
Tower Co~ Czeek area aze ~ly influencsd by basement faulting 

and vertical stzat~c position. 

Parameters Gontzoll ' 
Deformation Band Devel 

The parameters most often cited as controlling the width of the 

gouge zone of small faults include: disp~t (e. g. Engelder, 1974), 

porosity (Young 1982) g and normal stress ~g 1972) ~ This section 

gives a general assessment of the effects of displacement and porosity 

parameters in additon to the potential effect of grain size as yet 



another parameter controlling deformaticn band thickness. 

In the lower Comanclx. Creek area, displacement along deformation 

bands is found to exhibit a weak direct relati~p with deformation 

band thickness (Fig. 15, p. 53). This coincides with observations of 
prior studies where the relationship between gauge zone thicknem and 

displa~ is nct well establishecL For example, Young (1982) obser- 

ved a slight increase in thickness of deformation bands with increasing 

displacement. Similarly, Robertson (1983) determined a linear rela- 
tionship between gouge zone width and displacement along breccia zones. 

In contrast, Jamison (1979) and Blenkinsop and Rutter (1985) did not 
find a definite correlation between gouge zone thickrxmm and displace- 

ment. Engelder (1974) also noted the lack of a clear relationship 
between thicknezm and displ~ in the naturally occurring deforma- 

tion bands but suggested a linear relationship exists for 
experimentally-formed gouge zones in Coccnino Sandstone. 

Al~ Young (1982) observed a slight increase in thicknem of 
deformation bends with increasing displacement, he ~ined a more 

significant change in gauge zone t)udmess as a function of porosity. 

Dunn and others (1973) showed that small-fault gouge zones in ~- 
mentally deformed sandstcnes are thicker in the higher pozosity sand- 

stones. In contrast, the gouge zones in the Zawer Comanche Creek area 

are characteristically wider in the slightly lower porosity, coarse- 

grained sandstones than in the higher porosity, fine-grained sandstone. 

N~, a single deformaticn band will increase in width when cros- 

sing from a f~ined sandstone bed to a coarse~rained bed. This 

dissimilarity of results is most likely attributed to the possible 



effect of grain size on deformation band thiclmem. Measurements shown 

cn Figure 17 (p. 57) indicate an increase in deformaticn band thickness 

with increasing mean grain size for various samples of the Hickory 

Sandstone. 

In previous studies, differences in deformation band thickness 
have not been correlated with grain size. However, Borg and others 

(1960) detained that fcr experimentally deformed ~exxs of uniform 

grain size, the coarsest~rained sand exxhibited maze ~ing than 

finez grained sands (under equivalent stress conditions). An accrual 

of fracturing would lead to a high degree of grain comminution as 
grains rotate and translate and point c~ ~ more abundant. 

'Ihe increased grain commimticn may result in the greater thickness of 
def~cn bands in the coarse~xd sandstones. 

In addition, Gallagher (1976) tested quartz grains in diametral 

compression and found that the tensile strength of the quartz grains 
increases with ~ing grain size. If grain brea)cage and subsequent 

gouge generation is a function of grain size, then it can be surmised 

that less gouge, and thus thinner gouge zones, should be produced 

during grain brea]xage in the finer grained quartz sandstones. 

Hence, the dsvalopmexxt of deformation bands is ccrxtrolled by the 

interaction of exxvirxxnmexxtal and intrinsic parameters including, but not 

limited to, displ~, pomsity and host-rock grain size. 

Brittle deformation of the Hickory and Welge Sandstones and Cap 

Mountain Limestone is manifest on the microscopic-scale by grain micro- 



fang with subsecpetxt zotation and tzanslaticn of the grain frag- 

ments. The microfractures occur as open, filled and healed surfaces 
that ~ grain contacts. Coal~ and linkage of microfractures 

occurs, but it is unclear whether this is the mechanism that forms the 

localized, extremely fine-grained gouge zones (i. e. , deformation 

In this study, microfracturing in the host rock appears to be 

pervasively distributed but is enhauxmd within and immediately adjacent 

to the deformation hands. This is indicated by the ubiquitous 

occurrence of miczofzactures cn the miczo~ze maps and the mea- 

sured lineaz fracture densities. Moreover, samples collected from the 

Hickozy Sandstone, Welge Sandstone and Cap Mountain Limestcnm units 

that do not contain deformation bands also exhibit grain microfrac- 
turing that is controlled by grain contact geomstzy. Qualitatively, 

the miczofractuze density in these samples appeazm less than that found 

for the samples containing defozmaticn bands. 

Pervasive microfracturing in sandstones containing deformation 

hands bas not been reca9nized in past studies. Aydin (1977) indicated 

that defozmaticn in the ~ and Navajo Sandstcnes was restricted to 
a thin zone about 0. 25 mm on either side of the deformation bands. 

Jamison (1979) found that virtually all miczofracturing in the Wingate 

Sandstone occurzed within or immediately adjacent to the deformation 

bands. He also speculated that czystal-plastic deformation mechanisms, 

manifest as different types of grain extinction, occurred adjacent to 

the deformation bands. From these and other ~tions, he concluded 

that the Wingate was nct pervasively deformed, but that deformation was 
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localized almost entirely along the discrete deformation bands. 

Similarly, Young (1982) indicated that microfracturing in five 
different sandstcnes containing deformation bands in both faulted and 

folded environments was not pexvmively distributed thzoughout the host 

zock. In the units he studied, grain microfracturing was limited to 
within two or three grain diameters from the deformation bands. 

Nore ~y, Bien)cinsop (1986) studied small faults developed in 
a quartzite within the Moins thrust zone. He determined that at the 
time of deformation, the host rock was not highly cemented and that it 
deformed like a granular medium. He utilized cathodluminescence to 
delineate the miczofzactuzes and determined that many bubble lineations 
were ~ly healed miczofzactuzea In an undeformed section of an 

antiform, he noted that extension miczofractures occurred, accompanied 

by pressure solution and porosity ~on. Al~ not stating that 
the miczofzacturing was pervmive, he noted a homogenous distribution 

of extension micro~rue farmed at the impinc(ement points of grain 

contacts within the more deformed region of the fold hinge. 

The microfractures observed in the Hickory and Welge Sandstones 

and grain-supported Cap Nountain limestone aze associated primarily 

with grain contacts. Niczofractuzes form primarily between grain con- 

tacts and separate the grains into two or more fragments. However, the 

miczo~uzes between the fragments often are not open, but instead 

aze healed. Linear bubble trails mark their position. 'Ihis associa- 

tion of miczofracturm with gzain contacts has been ~zed by many 

investigators in rocks that are grain-supported and primarily deform 

like a loose (nct well~anted), grazier medium (Borg and Naxwell, 



1956; Borg and others, 1960; Gallagher, 1974' Engelder, 1974). Experi- 

mentally, grain-contact microfractuze gecmetzy has been ~ted to 
be extarmicn fzactuvm that propagate pazallel to the maximum ~- 
sive stress trajectories (Brace and Bombolakis, 1963; Friedman and 

Logan, 1970; Gallagher, 1974; Krantz, 1983). This grain-contact con- 

trol of microfracturing would occur in rocks displaying a lack of 
cement, high porosity, and in cemented a~tes where grain cont-~ 
prevail, but the mechanical s~ between the cement and graim is 
dif fezent. 

Therefore, this type of fracturing is dependent on the initial 
miczostzucture of the hast rock at the time of deformation. The pre- 
sence of this ~ze type suggests that the Hickory and Welge Sand- 

stones and grain-supported sections of the Cap Mountain Limestone 

deformed as if they were early a granular medium. Sections of 
the Hickory and Welge that now appear to be quaztzitic and very well 

cements6 with guaztz cvezgzowths ~ly became well cemented after 
the defcrmational event and perhaps as a result of the deformation. 

The preferred orientations of the miczofractures within the host 

rock indicates that although the grain fractures are controlled by 

gzain ~ geametry and hence the local stresses cn the grain~a, 
the regularity of orientations indicates that the miczofractures are 

related to the orientation of the principal stresses at the mesosccpic 

scale. Zf the miczofzacbzes parallel the maximum principal stress 

direction, then the localization of the deformation band would be 

expected at an angle around 30 to 40 degrees to the microfzactures. 

The microfractuzm mapped for the three lower Paleozoic units typically 
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form an angle with the deformation bands between 20 and 50 degrees. 

Consequently, the micmfractuzes and bubble lineations may be utilized 
to indicate the maximum compressive stress orientation, at least on the 
local (mesosccpic) scale. 

For sections of the Cap Mountain Limestone that are dominated by 

calcite and only have rounded quartz and feldspar grains "floating" 
between the calcite grains, microfractures form only where two quartz 

grains are in contact. Fractures in the calcite matrix are rare, al~ twinning is mors common than in the grain-supported section. 
Twin planes are rather evenly distributed throughout the host rock, 
although there does not appeaz. to be an increase in the twinning adja- 
cent to the deformation bands. The fractures in the detrital grains, 

although controlled by grain-contact geometry, do not have a strong 
"axial" orientation (i. e. , parallel to the magnum principal stress) as 
found by Friedman (1963) in experimentally deformed calcite-cemented 

sandstones ~ 

Since the Cap M~ Limestone stratigrap)ucally lies between 

the Hickory and Welge Sandstones that exhibit pervasive micro- 

fracturing, it is ~ that the Cap Mauntam Limestone was subjected 

to relatively the same level of tectonic stress. It appears that 
sufficient stresses are being transmitted through the host rock to 
fracture the quartz grains, but the calcite matrix is deforming via 
crystal twinning (and possibly gliding) mechmusms. 

M~ic ~ing of the Cap Mountain Limestone is visible in 

outcrop, and although not studied in detail, is likely to be the defor- 

maticn mechardsm that is dominant in the more calcite~inated sec- 
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tions. Whether the mesoscopic fracturing is more prevalent in the 
matrix-supported Cap Mountain Li~ versus the grain~rted Cap 

Mountain Limestam has not been investigated. ~, the paucity of 
mesoscopic fractures in the grain-supported Hickory and Welge Sand- 

stcnes suggests that mesosccpic fang may also be less prevalent 
in the grain-supported Cap Mountain Lim~ 
Bubble Lineations 

Many bubble lineations within the Hickory and Welge Sandstcnes and 

Cap Mountain Limestone are hecLLed micro~ures. 'Ibis 18 evidenced by 

their ubiquitous occuromce in the host rock grains, their syabmatic 
orientaticns and their )m~e along lines connecting grain contacts. 
To my knowledge, these bubble lineations have not been recognized 
previously as healed microfracturaz within these lower Paleozoic rocks 
of the Llano Uplift. 

The occurrence of fluid inclusions have long been recognized as 
the product of healed microfractures. For example, Tuttle (1949) 
investigated the systematic orientations of fluid inclusion planes in a 

large regional area in the Washington D. C. area. Regionally, the fluid 
inclusions have a non-random orientation throughout the metamorphic 

rocks. Maxwell (1960) noted that fluid inclusions in Oriskany Sand- 

stone represented healed microfractures. Recently, Lespinnasse and 

Pecher (1986) investigated fluid inclusions in a granite massif in 
Fmm. They noticed a correlation between the fluid inclusion trails 
and the mac fractures and paleostress fields. The fluid inclu- 

sions were oriented parallel to the paleostress directions and were 
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separated into dif f erent stress fields by miczothermometric methods. 

In studies relative to deformation bands, fluid inclusions that paten- 

tially represent healed microfractures were recognized by Jamison 

(1979); ~, he did not study the fluid inclusions systematically. 
'Ibe obsezvations of bubble lineation orientaticns made during this 

study, particularly with respect to the deformation bands, indicate 
that the systematic devel~ of the bubble lineaticns is related to 
the deformation of the host rock. Similar to the open miczofzactuzes, 

the bubble lineaticns may represent a response of the rock mass to the 
local mesoscopic stzem field. Thus, in future work, they may be used 

to determine pal~s ~cns. 
Intersecting and offsetting relationships of bubble lineations 

within a single grain (Fig. 35, p. 88) may indicate a ze-orientation of 
the local stress in the grain, assuming that the bubble trails are 
extension miczofracturm. This ze~ientaticn of the local stresses on 

the grain scale may be due to closely-spaced, superimposed episodic 
deformation periods that re-orient the regional (and/or mesoscopic) 

stresses. This also indicates that the healing process of the micro- 

fractures possibly restores the mechanical continuity of the grain 

prior to the next increment of deformation, a result also found by 

Lespinasse et. al (1986). Sprunt and Nur (1979) have shown, using 

cathodluminescence, that this rastcmtion of mechMucal continuity is 
demonstzated by the microfzacturing and healing of granite. Similarly, 

Ramsey (1980) described crack-seal type microfractures shown by the 

repeated parallel, but distinct, fractures in crystals. 

An alternative intergmtaticn of the intersecting and offsetting 
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relationships of bubble lineations may include grain breakage that 
results in a local chancy in grain contacts due to offsets along miczo- 

fractures or rotation of grains. New grain contacts may result in a 

re-orientation of the local grain-scale stress orientations. 
Conseqtmntly, stress ~tzaticns may arise at the new contact points 
and result in grain fractures that intersect at high angles to and 

offset previously formed miczoWactuzes. 

The off~ zelati~ of bubble lineations in single graim 
also provides some insight into the relative timing of the failure 
chronology. In sample Crh 202T, for example, intersecting bubble 

lineations in a single grain (Fig. 35, p. 88) demonstrate very small 
left-lateral offsets indicative of some shearing accompanying the 
extension miczofracturing. Figure 35 also illustrates that the bubble 

lineations oriented about N60W (relative to arbitrary N direction) ~ the bubble lineations oriented ~y N46E. This same left- 
latezal zmlationship is found in the deformation bands visible in the 

microfracture map (Fig. 40, p. 95), although the orientations of the 
bands with ~ to north are different' 

Fzom the intersecting absermtions, it appeazs that the relative 
timing of the second set of hubble lineations occurred sufficiently 
iong after the first set that the miczofracturm in the grains had time 

to heal. Smith and Evans (1984) have indicated that microfracture 

healing can be a relatively rapid props if the tampamtuze is high. 

In experimentally ~ quartz czystals, microfzacture healing ~ 
red within one to two days for cracks at temperatures as low as 400 

degrees centigrade. The healing was determined to be a ~ction of the 
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temperature, time, crack dimensions and initial silica concentration in 

the pore fluid. Favorable conditions for crack healing were obviously 

present during the deformation of the Paleozoic rocks evan ~ the 

~ture probably was less than 100 degree centigrade (Johnson, B. , 
per. comm. ). 

Thus the bubble lineations found in the host rock grains in the 
Lower Paleozoic units appear to indicate that: (1) they are healed 

microfractures, (2) they developed in res)use to the m~ic stress 
state in the rock mass, and (3) the relationships within a single 
grain may reflect a re-orientation of the mesoscopic or grain-scale 
stresses in addition to providing some indication of the relative 
timing of the deformation. 

Chrcnol of Deformation 

Observations on the mesoscopic and microscopic scales during this 
investigation suggest a chrccmlogy of deformatian events leadirg to the 

development of the deformation bands. This chronology can be sepazated 

into four overlapping phases: (1) pore collapse/pressure solution, (2) 

grain microfracturing and comminution, (3) localization and fracture 

concentration and (4) subsequent displacement along the localized zone. 

During all phases, solution/precipitation mechanisms activate that 
promote healing and cementation of microfrachmm and resultant gouge 

zones 

During the first phase, a slight amount of pore collapse and 

pressure solution occurs. It is uncertain whether this is diagensti- 

cally or tectonically induced. Point contacts and ~~see increase 



enough to create concavo-convex and long grain contacts. This phase 

probably continues throughout the deformational history of the host 

During the second phase, stresses within the grains become high ~ to initiate grain microfracturing. This ~ing is probably 

extensional in nature and consequently follows the maxuaum compressive 

stress trajectories in individual grains (Gallagher, 1974). As 

~ing increases, the resultant grain fragments rotate, translate 
and create additional point contacts. Alternatively, an increase in 
the differential stress due to a change in the mesoscopic strem field 
(e. g. , a lateral stress reduction) would also initiate grain microfrac- 

turing by creating larger differential loads on point contacts. 
Stresses at the new ~ points are large ~ that grain comminu- 

tion continues producing numerous vezy small fragments. Formation of 
these small grain fragments is the beginning of the fault localization 

Al~ the mechanizzz by which localization acct is uncertain, 

more grains become fractured and comminuted during the localization 
phase. ~ly a critical microfracture density is achieved (Zrantz 

and Sboltz, 1977), at least in a localized area. This is suggested by 

the increased linear fracture density in the host rock immediately 

adjacent to the gouge zone. ~ and coalescent of microfractures 

and grain boundary cracks ~ly also ~, al~ it is unclear 

if this leads to localization of the gouge zone. Accompanying the 

localization is a volume reduction and an increase in the bulk density 

within the zone of comminuted grains. 



After cr simultaneously with the develcpmerxt of a localized gcuge 

zone, shearing along this zone is initiated. This shearing possibly 
results in additional grain ~ing and incorporation of grains at 
the ~ ~~ rock boundazy ixxto the gouge zone. The amount of 
displa~ may be limited by a strengthsxxing of the gouge material as 
densification occurs cr as overgrowths form contemporaneous with the 
deformation. 

Simultaneam with grain comminuticn and cataclasis associated with 

shearing, microfracture healing and cementation by secondary over- 
gzowths of quartz occurs. Tbe healing of the micro~res is mani- 

fest by the bubble lineaticns. The intersecting zelati~ps of the 
bubble lineations possibly suggest polyepisodic deformaticn events, 

probably rather closely spaced in time. Smith and Evans (1984) have 

indicated that miczofractuze healing can be a relatively zapid process, 
particularly with ~ to geologic time. The fact that all micro- 

fractures are not healed suggests that the healing process is closely 
related to the deformation event. Also, the presence of overgrowths 

that are both fractured and unfractured implies their formation occurs 

both before and after the deformation. Zt is not unreasonable to 
assume that cvezgzowths were also forming, fra~ and subsaluently 

healing during the deformation phasm. 

The presence of the small gouge particles along one side of the 
pore spaces and away from the bands suggests that at the initial stages 

of gouge development, the ~ was uncemented and therefore mobile. 

These small gouge partic1es have subtly been cemented in plam. 

This ~tion may indicate that the gouge material did not become 
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surrounded by quartz ~wths until after the deformation period. 

In a related study, Heald (1956) noted that secondary quartz 

overgrowths were more common in the deformation bands than the host 
rock. Overgrowths probably preferentially nucleate within the gouge 

zone as result of a silica source by pressure solution and the large 
surface area created due to the comminution of the host rock grains. 
It is believed that this subsequent cementation of the gouge zones 

results in the deformation bands displaying a resistanm to weathering 

and consequently standing up as small ridges on weathered outcrop 
surfaces. Perhaps a detailed study of the overgrowths in the gouge 

zone and host rock using electron microscopy would ~ more informa- 

tion cn their source, significance and occurrence within the framework 

of the defozmatianal ~ 
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An investigation of the brittle deformaticn of the Lower Cammche 

Creek area on the southwest flank of the Llano Uplift was conducted. 
Under shallow crustal deformation conditions (Pe&13 MPa and F00 C) 

and with rock types including quartz sandstone and calcite-cemented 
quartz sandstone, the following observations and conclusions are 
~nted: 
1. Brittle def~an of the Lower Paleozoic in ths lower Comanche 

Creek area occurs on the macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic 
scales. Macroscopic deformation is manifest by lar~ispl~ (up 

to 100 m) and minor faults (typically 1 to 5 m displacement); meso- 

scopic deformation by defusion bands (small faults); and miotic 
deformation primarily by intragrmaQ. ar miam~res that appear per- 
vasively distributed throughout the investigated units. 

2. The macroscopic structure of the study area is dominated by 

no~-trending, laoge-scale faults with displacements up to 100 m. 

The large&isplacement faults are characterized by linear fault seg 

ments connected in a zig-zag pattern. Large, lenticular, fault bourded 

blocks form due to the intersections of the macroscopic faults. Two 

main faults traverse ~ the Lower Co~ Creek area: the Schep 

Creek Fault and the Ksttner Fault. The Schsp Creek Fault bifuzcates in 

the southwest corner of the study area to form two segments: a northern 

and southern trace. The Ksttner Fault tzends nearly east-west ~ 



the central part of the study area and then makes a northerly bend to 
trend northeasterly. The displacements an hath of these main faults 
decrease to the east and northeast. Numerous minor faults with 
displacements on the order of a few meters or less also occur in the 
study area and aze often nat visible an aerial photographs. 

3. A large, open syncline is ~ in the westam part of the Inwez 

Gamanche Creek area. The axial plans of the syncline is colinear with 

a northwest-trending zane ~ by the loci of maximum throw of the 
large-displacement faults. This narthwest-trending zane ~ fram 

the Lower Comanche Creek area to northwest of Mason, Texas and is 
approximately coincident with the granitic-metamozphic basmnent can- 

4. Mesoscopic deformation of the Hickazy and Welge Sandstanes and Cap 

Mountain Limestane in the Lower Camanche Creek azea is manifest pri- 
marily by defarmatian bands. The deformation bands are chazacterized 

by cuzvtplanaz, intersecting, primarily light-calozed gouge zanes that 
appear in raised relief on weathered outcrop surfaces. The width of 
the gouge zanes typically varies between &0. 1 and 8. 0 mm. Displacement 

associated with single deformatian bands is typically an the order of a 
few millimatam or less. Ihe single deformatian hands often develop 

into anastomosing zanes or ~ networks of deformation bands. The 

preset of these zanes and networks is usually indicative of a neazby 

large-displacement fault. The density of single bands and zones 

increases with proximity to a large-displacement fault. As a result, 

the deformation bands are ubiquitous in conjunction with the 
maczosccpic faulting in the sandstanm of the lower Paleozoic units. 
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5. The geometry of deformation bands is a function of the plane of 
absermtian zelative to the slip vector. In planes roughly parallel to 
the slip ~, the hands will typically display a straight character. 
In areas where strike-slip displacement occurs, the bands form as 
linear secpnents on bedding surfaces. Conversely, deformation bands in 
czcss-sectional views ~ to the slip vector exhibit a cuzvilinear 

cr ~osing ~er. In nay&-slip dominated areas, the ~ 
mosing chanmter forms primarily on ~ surfaces. 

6. Deformation band thickness depends primarily on the host rock 
textural and compositional characteristics. Also, there exists a 
slight positive cczzvtaticn between displ~ and gouge zone thick- 
ness. Mean thickness of the ~ zones is observed to vazy with host 
reck grain size. 

7. Orientations of def~cn hands vazy spatially in the study area. 

Generally, the deformation bands form a girdle-pattern on contour di~ with concentmtions indicating a dominant nartlmast orienta- 
tion. Three to four orientaticns can be identified within three regio- 
nal subazeas of the lower Comanche Creek study area. Dip angles on the 
deformation hands are typically greater than 75 degrees. Within a 
local area, deformation band orientations also vary spatially and 

appear to reflect influences of neazty large-displacement faults. The 

sspazaticn of deformation hand orientaticns into stzucluzal ~ is 
therefore difficult and should be limited to extremely localized areas 

such as single outczcps. 

8. Deformation bands commonly display normal, reverse, oblique and 

strikemlip movements in the same ~ Reverse-slip mcv~ are 
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typically ~ted with small secondary deformation fields developed 

due to slip on adjacent faults. 0blique slip is manifest by slicken- 
sides on ~ deformation band slip surfaces. ~ drag is fre- ~y ~ along deformaticn bands in the Lower and Middle Hickory 

Sandstones. The combination of movzznents ~y repzmcsxts an accom- 

modation of tha localized three~ensional stzain 
9. Deformation bands provide a unigue tool in determining the large- 
displacement fault characteristics and hence should be utilized when 

field mapping structural elements. Deformation bands provide some 

indication of the large-fault locations and attitudes. In addition, 
deformaticn bands provide an indication of the localized strain field 
by providing markers such as slickensided surfaces and offset inter- 
secting bands that indicate the sense of displacement in a localized 

10. Microscopic deformation is manifest primarily by intragrsnular 

micro~res associated with the host rock defozmation and develop- 

ment of the deformation band gouge zones. In thin section, the gouge 

zones are characterized by a thin zone (typically &0. 5 mm) of fractured 
and highly comminuted grains. %be gouge material is ~ and has a 
grain size typically less than 0. 05 mm. Microfractures ~ grain 

contacts and ~y transect the entire grain. Where grain canto~ 
are lang or concavo-cxzmex, the microfractures can be replete within a 

grain and create numerous grain fragments. Small translational and 

rotational movements of these fragments result in a mosaic extinction 

pattern within the grain. The mosaic pattern does not appear to result 



from ~~c ~ientaticns but rather ~m brittle mechanisms 

involving cataclasis. 

11. Microfractures are preferentially oriented with respect to the 
deformation bands and typically form at angles between 20 and 50 

degrees to the hand. The microfractures may parallel the maximum 

principal stress direction and may be used to infer orientations of the 
local and possibly the regional stress fields. 
12. Microfractures are frequently healed as indicated by numerous 

trails of bubble or fluid inclusions. These bubble lineations 
typically transect the grains and form between grain ~ pointa 
Like the microfractures, the bubble lineations are preferentially 
oriented with ~ to the deformation hand gouge zones. Offsetting 
and intersecting bubble lineations at nearly right angles within single 
grains possibly indicates a re-orientation of the mesoscopic stress 
state or the local stress state within a ~ 
13. Micro~ing, manifest either by open microfractures ar bubble 

lineations, appears to be ubiquitous within the Lower Paleozoic sand- 

stones in the Lower Comanche Creek area. Pervmive micro~ing 
associated with deformation bands has not been recognized in previous 

studies 

14. Observations an tha mesoscopic and miotic scales suggest a 

chronology of deformation leading to the development of deformation 

This chronology can be sepazated into four overlapping phases: 

(1) pore collapse/pressure solution, (2) grain microfracturing and 

comminution, (3) localization and fracture concentration and (4) ~ 
quent or simultaneous displacement along the localized gouge zone. 
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During all phases, solution/precipitation mechanisms activate that 
promote healing and ~tian of microfractures and resultant gouge 
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